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BPS Contact details
Tele:Office-011-24376642,49027335,Mob:
8860412898 (Only ‘SMS’ No Voice Call) Contact
Time: 11.30-2.30 pm only, Visitors Time: 11.00-2.00
pm Membership Rates wef 01.04.2020 (Individual)
One year Rs. 375/- (Foreign) $ 70 Two years Rs.700/
- Three years Rs.1000/- Annual Affiliation (Assn/
Institution etc) : Rs. 600/- Annual Postage Charges
by Speed Post/Regd Post: Speed Post Charges :
Rs. 240/-  for Delhi / NCR : Register Book Post
Charges : Rs. 340/- for Outside Delhi/NCR. [Please
prepare drafts/Multi City cheques in favour of
BHARAT PENSIONERS SAMAJ OR send eMO
with complete details to Bharat Pensioners Samaj
- 2/13A, LGF (Back side) Jangpura ‘A’  Hospital
Road, New Delhi -110014
You May Also Deposit in BPS Bank Account
Details : CANARA Bank New Delhi - 110014,
Jangpura, Bhogal Branch A/C No: 2007101019420.
IFSC: CNRB0002007. Account Holder: Bharat Pen-
sioners Samaj. Do intimate details after deposit-
ing in Bank a/c by SMS/e-mail etc for correctly
crediting to your account.Dear all,

In view  of  COVID-19 situation in Delhi and refusal
of Post offices to accept bulk mail.Inspite of best efforts
we could not mail you printed copies of monthly
Magazine. However, during this period we have been
sending soft copies on e-mail &WhatsAaP.This month
we could get it printed.But as Post office is not accepting
concessional bulk mail we are posting it in letter boxes
by affixing Rs 4/- stamp instead of 25 paisa stamp, hoping
it will reach you.Kindly bear with us. We are extremely
sorry for the inconvenience caused to you.
S C Maheshwari
Secy Genl BPS

Harjeet Singh,(Ludhiana) mob;9888439927e-mail
email-rlypensionerswassociation@gmail.com
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No BPS/SG/Inc/2020/05 dtd; 02.8.2020
To DG HR Railway Board: 
Subject:Grant of annual increment due on 1st July
to the employees retiring on 30th June of the year
in the light and spirit of the order of  the Hon’ble
Apex Court in the matter UOI Vs P. Ayappaperumal
in the  SLP No.22283/2018 dated 23.07.2018 .

The undersigned being the Secretary General
of  the Bharat Pensioner Samaj, New Delhi would
like to draw your kind attention to the clarificatory
issued by Joint Director, Pay Commission, Railway
Board, New Delhi vide F.No. PC-VI/2018/R-I-Part(1)
dated 21.05.2020 based on which virtually the
Railway Board has taken a decision not to extend
similar benefits to the non petitioners in the light
and spirit of the order passed by the Hon’ble Apex
Court in the matter UOI Vs P. Ayappaperumal in
the  SLP No.22283/2018 dated 23.07.2018 which has
further been dismissed the  review petition as well
on 08.08.2019. Rather, it has decided to defend the
pending court cases on the issue on the plea that
“the Judgment passed in the case of Shri P.
Ayyamperumal is in personam (which is incorrect).
(ii) That the judgment pronounced by Hon’ble High
Court of Madras in P. Ayyamperumal case, as
endorsed by Hon’ble Supreme Court, is based on
the decision in the case of M. Balasubramaniam,
which was related to Fundamental Rules of State
Govt. However Central Government employees are
governed by Central Government Rules.
(iii)That the, Hon’ble High Court of Andhra
Pradesh at Hyderabad in C. Subbarao case has inter-
alia observed that “A person who retires on the
last working day would not be entitled for any
increment falling due on the next day and payable
next day thereafter, because he would not answer
the tests in these Rules”, as suggested by the
DOPT vide O.M dated 11.11.2019.  

The above stand of the Railway Board in view
of the said advice of the DOPT appears to be
perverse and is aimed to create a class within a
class of its  pensioners and the employees as well.
The Railway Board having separate entity within
the Central Govt structure should have asked
clarification from the DOPT that: i) On what ground/
rule etc the pending cases in different courts would
be defended citing the case of C.Subba Rao WP

No. 22042 of 2003, order of the Hon’ble High Court
dated 27.01.2005, when these have already been
superseded by the order of the Hon’ble Apex Court
in the matter UOI Vs P.Ayappaperumal in the SLP
No.22283/2018 dated 23.07.2018 which has further
been dismissed the review petition as well on
08.08.2019.  More over the Madurai Branch of
Madras High court in W.P (MD) Nos.7903 of 2012
and W.P (MD)No.15538 of 2012  in a common order
dated 14.11.2014, the Jabalpur and Indore bench of
MP High Court in  W.P. No. 18030/2019  dated 3/
12/2019 and the Indore bench of MP High Court
in  W.P.No.17847/2019 on 17/12/2019 has already
settled the issue of ‘notional increment’ citing the
order of  UOI Vs Ayyappaperumal in SLPNo.22283
/ 2018 dated 3.07.2018 which has further been
dismissed the review petition as well
on 08.08.2019 by the Hon. Supreme Court of India 
viz. that the petitioner having rendered the service
for one full year i.e. till the date of retirement, his
accrued right cannot be denied and accordingly
allowed increment for the purpose of Pensionary
benefits”. ii) Apart from above, recently, the
Hon’ble High Court of Delhi in its decision dated
13th January, 2020 in W.P.(C) 5539/2019 (Arun
Chhibber v. Union of India) has discussed the
judgment in P. Ayyamperumal at some length in
the context of the prayer of an officer of the Central
Reserve Police Force (‘CRPF’) who had retired on
30th June, 2007 for notional increment. The Court
rejected the contention of the Respondents therein
that the judgment in P. Ayyamperuam had to be
treated as one that was in personam and not in
rem. In relation to the Respondent’s attempt to
distinguish the applicability of the judgment in P.
Ayyamperumal to CRPF personnel, the Court
observed as under:- W.P.(C) 10509/2019 Page 4 of
4 “5. The Court finds that the only difference, if
any, between P. Ayyamperumal (supra) and this
case is that the former was an employee of the
Central Government, whereas here the Petitioner
superannuated from the CRPF. The Court, therefore,
finds no reasons to deny the Petitioner same relief
granted to Mr. P. Ayyamperumal by the Madras
High Court. The similarity in the two cases is that
here too, the Petitioner has completed one year of
service, just one day prior to 1st July, 2007.” The

HUM AUR AAP
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position here as regards CISF personnel can be no
different and it was not, therefore, open to the
Respondents to refuse to grant to the Petitioner
notional increment merely because he
superannuated a day earlier than the day fixed by
the CPC for such benefit to accrue. Accordingly, in
the matter Gopal Singh VS UOI in W.P.(C) 10509/
2019, the Hon’ble High Court of Delhi vide its order
23.01.2020 issued a direction  to the Respondents
to grant notional increment to the Petitioner  with
effect from 1st July, 2019. Thus, it can no more be
treated as Personam.
iii) In fact in all the above cases the Hon’ble High
Courts have taken similar view as taken in the matter
of P. Ayappaperumal and the case of M.
Balasubramaniam based on which the
Hon’ble Supreme Court has ruled that the
petitioner having rendered the service for one full
year. His accrued right cannot be denied and
accordingly allowed increment for the purpose of
Pensionary benefits. Thus, the Hon’ble S.C; has
fixed a parameter and has settled the issue. So far
the point of fundamental rule of the state of Tamil
Nadu is concern, this point was also thoroughly
examined by the DOPT/DOE before filing SLP as
well as review petion and both of which have been
dismissed.
iv) In order to containing unnecessary burden on
the judiciary and also to protect the spirit of the
National Litigation Policy, the Hob’ble Supreme
court has been repeatedly viewed that  ”Once the
question, in principle, has been settled, it is only
appropriate on the part of the Government of India
to issue a Circular so that people need not
unnecessarily travel either to the Tribunal or the
High Court or this Court and that it will save the
time of the Court and the Administrative
Departments apart from avoiding unnecessary and
avoidable expenditure.  This is not the end,  even  in
a recent judgement in UOI VS Prithvi Sing the
bench of Hon’ble justices Lokur and Gupta said in
the order dated 24.04.2018 that when it came across
a third set of appeals on the same issue with an
identical question of law is, if the Union
government cares a little for the justice delivery
system, it should display some concern for litigants,
many of whom have to spend a small fortune in

litigating in the Supreme Court,”  and slapped an
additional cost of Rs 1 lakh while dismissing the
appeals. In view of that order
v) It would be worth mentioning fact that  the Govt
as a whole has been totally ignoring the order of
Hon’ble Supreme Court/High Court [presuming
only after above referred order of the Hon’ble
Supreme Court specially dated 22.03.2018 and
24.4.18] have taken some initiative in settling certain
issues in extending such benefits to even non
petitioners. Eventually, the Department of Revenue
vide it’s letter F.No. A-23011/62/2016-AD-IIA dated
19.11.2019, in view of advise of the Department of
Expenditure vide OM No. 15(23)/E.III(B)/2010 dated
08.11.2019 has initiated process for extension of
benefit to non-petitioners/other similarly placed
officers on the issue of grant of NFSG. Similarly,
the Department of post, Ministry of
Communication has also initiated similar process
vide order No. 4/7/2019-PCO dated 06.11.2019  Even,
the DOPT vide OM Np.S-18/2/2014-CS-1(S)dated
01.06.2020 has proposed to extend certain benefits
to non petitioners similarly situated persons. The
DOPT has also issued public notice  on 22.5.2019
for engagement  of consultant in UOI vs R.
Sethumadhavan (SLP {civil} No 5456 of 2018)
wherein the court has strongly expressed it’s view
that –”We recommend to the Department of
Personnel and Training of the Government of India
to try and make life after retirement easier for a
government servant by having appropriate
legislation enacted by Parliament or applicable
Pension Rules rather than a khichdi of Instruction,
Office Memoranda, Clarifications, Corrigenda and
so on and so forth.
The DOPT should also be asked to clarify why
they are showing only one side of the coin so far
the case of C. Subbarao vs UOI is concerned. Why
they are suppressing the fact that the said Hon’ble
High Court of Andhra Pradesh in WP No. 22042 of
2003 order of the Hon’ble High Court dated
27.01.2005, had viewed that “  a Govt. servant who
would be retiring on the last day of the month would
cease to be govt. servant by mid night of that day
and he would acquire status of pensioner and
therefore he would be entitled for all the benefits
given to a pensioner with effect from first day of

HUM AUR AAP
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the succeeding month”-  Not only that in the light
of the order in the case of  UOI vs B. Chandra
Shekhara Rao & others  in SLP No.16237/2013
on 27.10.2014, Government of India sought
permission from Department of Legal Affairs,
Ministry of Law and Justice to  file Review petition
but it declined and said not a fit case to file review
petition. Thus, DOPT should immediately extend
the benefit “notional increment and DA to all non
petitioners similarly situated persons without
further delay.

It is also observed, whenever judgements are
negative to the Govt servants DOPT/DOPPW  are
immediatelyforwarding the same to all Ministries
and Departments but when the judgements are
positive, they tell, it is a judgement in personam.
This is injustice to the government servants/
pensioners.

In the end it is empathetically brought out that
in any judgement on an issue/subject matter only
the final pronouncement of the honourable court
matters.
Thanking you
Truly yours,
S C Maheshwari; S G -BPS

No BPS/GS/GIC/   Dated ; 03.08.2020 from Secy
Genenl BPS  to 1.Secy, Ministry of finance –
Department of Economic affairs. 2. Shri Ajay Tewari,
Joint Secretary,  Directorate General  Labour
Welfare, GOI Ministry of Labour & Employment
New Delhi. Jont secy. Reg. Enhancement of family
pension in case of GIC employees.
Sir,

While forwarding the representation dated Ist
july 2020 from one of our affiliates GENERAL
INSURANCE PENSIONERS’ ALL INDIA
FEDERATION (WZ)).  We introduce ourselves as
‘Bharat Pensioners Samaj’ (BPS) All India
Federation of Pensioners  Associations.  An
associate NGO of  ‘ International Federation on
Ageing’ (IFA-Canada). Registered with Registrar
of Societies Delhi &with GOI, Niti Ayog.BPS also
happens to be one of the identified organization of
DOP &PW for assisting them in resolving Pension
related grievances . Bharat Pensioners Samaj
popularly known as ‘BPS’ was established  in 1955.
It represents Pensioners of all  departments &

disciplines including Defence, Railways  PSUs,
Autonomous bodies, EPS 95 GIC & States etc etc.
Has a reach to over 20lac pensioners through its
affiliates, Associates, MOU partners and direct
member.

Madam/Sir, though the attached representation
is self explanatory we add following few lines for
your consideration.

According to the information available with us
family pension in case of GIC employees was last
revised   more than a decade back retaining  the
varying % of 15%, 20% & 30% according to the
category of employees.Whereas, in case of Central
Govt. Employees considering the hardship of family
pensioners category wise varying percentage of
30%,20%,and 30% was replaced with flat 30% for
all wef 01.01.1996  in accordance with 5th CPC
recommendations .

 Madam/ Sir, without going into any analysis.
BPS   requests you to be sympathetic and to resolve
the issue favourably.You may kindly apply the
following test for a favourable decision:
1. In the present scenario of high cost of living, is
Rs 2950/- + DR PM which is the current minimum
family pension for those getting a pay of Rs 14721,
a sufficient amount even to meet the monthly
expenditure on the fixed cost of essential
establishment such as housing, water, electricity,
LPG, phone & medical etc. On which expenses can’t
be curtailed because the number of family members
fell short by one.  Even  at the  lowest level of
living. After meeting all such essential expenditure
in these times of high cost of living nothing will  be
left for clothing, food &Transport etc, even if the
aged family pensioner is alone .
2. With this meagre amount of family pension,will
it be possible to meet constitutional provision of
dignified living (article 21 of the constitution) .

Keeping all these factors in mind Central Govt
done away with category wise varying % of family
pension wef 1.1.1996 and has fixed minimum family
pension to be 9000/+ DR per month wef 01.01.2016..

In view of the factors brought out BPS requests
you to be sympathetic and to resolve the issue
favourably.
Thankingyou                    Enclosure –GIC letter.
Yours truly,
S.C.Maheshwari, S.G, BPS
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Letter dated 1st july 2020 from GS -GENERAL
INSURANCE PENSIONERS’ ALL INDIA
FEDERATION to Shri Ajay Tewari, Joint Secretary,
Directorate General Labour Welfare, New Delhi.
Dear Sir,

General Insurance (Employees) Pension Scheme
1995 was notified on 28th June 1995 vide SO 585(E)
0f GOI M/O Finance Department of Economics
affairs and was made effective from 1.11.1993. Vide
Appendix V of this notification varying rates of
family pension for different categories of employees
i.e. 30%, 20% and 15% of pay were provided with
the minimum of Rs.375/- p.m. to maximum of
Rs.1275/- p.m.. These rates were exactly the same
as those applicable to Central Government
employees under CCS (Pension) Rules 1972.
Though in case of Central Govt. employees these
varying rates of family pension have been replaced
with uniform rate of 30% w.e.f. 1.1.1996 in
accordance with 5th CPC recommendations.
Incase of General Insurance Employees varying
rates of 30%, 20% and 15% are still in force.

Family pension is a social security provided to
the family of the deceased employee but is linked
to the pay/pension of the deceased employees/
pensioner which, as per extant instructions, is
payable at varying rates of 30%, 20% & 15% in
case of General Insurance employees which are
perhaps based on assumption that employees in
higher grades could save a great deal, but this is
no longer valid, with the substantial increase in
the cost of living, even at 30% of the notional pay
of the deceased means 40% cut in the family budget
abruptly on the demise of the pensioner. This
reduction is a cruelty inflicted upon the surviving
members of the deceased and militates against the
scheme of ‘social security’. This sudden and deep
cut in the income do cause much damage to the
living condition in the higher rung of the
pensioners whereas it is making the life miserable
in the lower rung since there are some fixed cost of
establishments such as housing, water, electricity,
LPG, phone, internet & medical etc., on which
expenses can’t be curtailed because the number of
family members fell short by one. At the most

saving could be on food that will be minuscule.
Having frittered away the personal savings and
retirement benefits for the marriages of the wards
and meeting other family commitments leaving the
pension the lone and sole source of income to
sustain the pensioner and the family which may
include the spouse and other dependents like
physically disabled child, widowed daughter/sister/
mother at time of demise.

In para 134.14 of their report the Vth CPC
observed  “It is one of the fundamental tenets of a
social security scheme that the beneficiary should
have the assurance that in the event of his death;
his widow and children would have the necessary
where-with-all to live in reasonable comfort.
However, with the meager amount of present family
pension this last desire of the employee/pensioner
can hardly be met”. Drawing support from the apex
court’s observation (verdict dt.17.12.1982 in D S
Nakara v/s UOI case) that “pension should be such
that pensioner would be able to live at a standard
equivalent to the pre-retirement level”, this rationale
should equally apply to family pensioner”.

Further in GIPSA companies whenever there is
a pay revision (once in every five years) there is a
proportional increase in the wages to the existing
employees and the pensioners, however,  there is
no such benefit to the existing Family pensioners.

Our Federation’s representations to General
Insurance Public Sector Association & Ministry
of Finance are still to be considered since they
probably are waiting specific directions / notes from
Ministry of Labour and Department of Pension &
Pensioners Welfare to it.

Taking the above and other relevant factors into
consideration, the existing varying rates of family
pension (30%, 20% and 15%) may be replaced by a
uniform rate of 30% of pay for all categories of
employees and the minimum pension be brought
to the level of Central government minimum family
pension of Rs 9000/ per month Plus D.R.
Yours faithfully,
(U.Banerjee)
General Secretary,
General Insurance Pensioners All India Federation.

HUM AUR AAP
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NO:BDPA(I)/Med/CGHS/2020 Dtd 9th July, 2020
BY EMAIL
To: Hon’ble Shri Ravi Shankar Prasad, Minister for
Telecommunications, New Delhi
Sub: Request to Review procedure for reverting to
C.G.H.S.  by BSNL Pensioners.
Hon’ble Sir,
1. In order to minimize its paper work, fiscal
fluctuating liability and save man power and taking
in to consideration a decision of DoT - that BSNL
Pensioners being recipient of Govt. Pension; are
eligible to avail C.G.H.S. Facility on onetime payment
– the BSNL Corporate Office has issued orders
permitting the BSNL Pensioners’ to switch over to
C.G.H.S. as against the facility of BSNLMRS
available to them by surrendering their Medical
Identity Card. The Orders to this effect have  already
been issued and exemplary marketing is being
undertaken by BSNL Offices to convince the BSNL
Pensioners to switch over to CGHS from
BSNLMRS.
2. For switching over to C.G.H.S. from BSNLMRS,
a modus operandi has been framed and circulated
which asks the BSNL Pensioner to surrender his
Medical Identity Card, get a certificate from BSNL
Office and to approach concern CCA to get his
IDA pay equivalent to C.D.A. Then he has to
approach CGHS Office to fill up a form and know
the amount of his subscription and rush to get DD
from Bank. On payment and submitting application,
the BSNL Pensioner get his card to avail the facility.
3. We would like to bring to your notice that after
submission of DD and Application, the BSNL
Pensioner has to wait for issuance of his C.G.H.S.
Card which takes its own time. To substantiate our
say, we cite the example of Kolkata, where 5000
BSNL Pensioners are waiting to receive their card
and as per the information given by CGHS Kolkata,
only 25 cards can be issued per day.
4. The Pensioners after passing through above
procedure has to surrender Cash receipt to BSNL
and wait in long queue to get the reimbursement;
because the BSNL Working Employees are
accorded overriding facility to get their indoor/
outdoor medical payment in addition to facility of
getting 80% advance for availing indoor facility
which is not available to BSNL Pensioners.

5. The Medical Reimbursement claims of working
employees are ordered to pay be up to June 2020
with their salary, WHEREAS the outdoor/indoor
medical claims and payment of without voucher
are pending since last three years.
6. The amount of One-Time Payment to be made
by the BSNL Pensioners varies from pensioner to
pensioner, which comes from 30,000 to 1, 20,000
which deprives more than 70% of the Pensioners
to migrate from BSNLMRS to CGHS as they cannot
afford to pay heavy amount from their pension.
7. We therefore earnestly propose that the present
procedure of migrating to CGHS from BSNLMRS
may kindly be modified in consultation with Health
Ministry for acceptance of undertaking by BSNL
that it will clears the dues against such expenditure
within certain time limits. The undertaking should
also contain equivalent CDA Pay Scale as against
IDA Pay Scale. In other word, the BSNL
Pensioners should not be asked to pay the required
amount, but the surrender their   Medical Identity
Card and should be authorized to get their CGHS
facility card against the undertaking given by
the BSNL. In long run, it will result in minimizing
expenditure towards medical reimbursement for
BSNL Pensioners.
We hope that our prayer will be viewed in right
perspective.
With regard, Yours Sincerely, (D.D. MISTRY)
Secretary BSNL/PSU, Bharat Pensioner Samaj

HUM AUR AAP
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E-Mail to PM & by Minister Protest against
Privatization in indian Railways by Bharat
PensionersSamajbharatpensioner@gmail.com
Sun, Jul 5, 1:13 PM to narendramodi1234, connect,
officeofmr, S, nfirindia, airfindia, bcc: Bimalendu,
bcc: NFRPA,
Respected Sir,
Bharat Pensioners Samaj Onbehalf of Railway
Pensioners of the country express its deep
resentment against the privatization drive in Indian
Railways and record its strong protest against such
move.
With regards
Truly yours,
S.C.Maheshwari
Secy. Genl. BHARAT PENSIONERS SAMAJ

NO: BPS /RP/NJP/M/ 05 /20 Dtd:16.7.2020
Bimalendu Chakraborty Secy (Rly Pensnrs), writes
to Shri Pijush Goyal,Union  Minister  for Railways,
Sub :-  PRIVATIZATON OF  INDIAN  RAILWAYS
Ref:-Mail dated 05. 07. 2020 to the Hon’ble Prime
Minister of India by the Secretary General Bharat
Pensioners Samaj. (Copy mailed to you)
We, the Railway Pensioners along with other
people of the country, are very much happy to learn
from your recent announcement on 9th July, 2020
that there shall be no privatization of Railways and
handing over of the management of a good number
of Trains to Private Agencies is done with a view
to provide better service and generate more
employment opportunities.
That Sir, I as a humble organizer of Railway
Pensioners, who served the nation as a proud
Railway man for pretty long years, fail to
understand as to how dissociating from the 170
years Old established main stream of Management
and associating with a group of separate Raw-hand
Contractors, will improve the service, better than
what is being done for last many years.
That, your above step of partial privatization is
definitely not only an indication for ultimate total
Privatization, but also utter display of No-
Confidence in the existing system of Management
of Railways and its staff from the Chairman to the
Trackmen.
 Sir, it is also a puzzle for everybody, that after
abolishing 50% of the existing vacant posts

absolutely needed for efficient Management, it is
thought that your above steps will create additional
scope of Employment opportunities.
 In fact, the New System of , “ Railway within
Railways”, a fascinating idea indeed, will simply
break the Indian Railways, so far  as integral Life-
Line of the Nation from Kashmir to Kanyakumari,
into pieces, as it was in the British Colonial    Era.
That Sir, we also believe that, your above steps of
allowing Private Enterprises  in the Functioning of
Railways may benefit some individual persons at
the cost of National Interest nd will not at all help
in any way to  ful-fill the great dream of, “ SELF-
RELIANT INDIA”, of Our hon’ble  Prime Minister.
That, we, the Ex-Railway men of the country, are
under deep apprehension that, the privileges which
we have earned by virtue of our long service in
Railways, such as, PRC passes to avail ANY trains,
Medical facilities under RELHS, Pensions (Self,
Family, un Married / Divorced / Widowed daughters
and Handicapped children), etc, may be curtailed
in coming days, under Changed set up of the
Railways as above.
Under the circumstances, on behalf of the Railway
Pensioners’ organization, which I belong to, request
your honor to kindly Re–consider your above
decision for entry of Private Enterprises in  the
Management of Railways and initiate, in lieu , all
drastic improvement to its present set  up as you
deem fit, equipped it with qualified staff in full
strength with modernization, to keep pace with the
time.
With regards,

Appeal
Bharat Pensioners Samaj has been

serving the pensioners fraternity over the last
65 years and has been instrumental in getting
numerous benefits to pensioners .If you wish
organization to continue its services to the
pensioners community with the same zeal &
passion, please renew your subscription if not
renewed & donate generously  to enable it
to sail through these difficult times.
S C Maheshwari, Secretary General, BPS.

HUM AUR AAP
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Bharat Sanchar Nigam Limited, Corporate Office,
Pension Section, 5th floor Bharat Sanchar Bhawan
H.C. Mathur Lane, New Delhi-110001
No.38- 17/2019-Pen(B) Dated : 09 -07-2020
To, All Heads of Circles/ Telecom Districts/
Regions/ Projects/Telecom Stores/ Telecom
Factories & Other Administrative Offices Bharat
Sanchar Nigam Limited
Sub: Instructions regarding timely release/ payment
of Gratuity (DCRG) for avoiding payment of interest
on delayed payment of Gratuity – reg.
Sir, Of late, it has come to the notice of BSNL
Corporate Office that in many cases different
Courts of Law have directed UOI/BSNL for
payment of  interest on delayed payment of
Gratuity (DCRC) to the applicant, which have
resulted in huge financial burden on BSNL. These
cases had been caused due to unnecessary delay
in releasing/payment of Gratuity ( DCRG) to the
employees by the Circles.
2. In this regard, it is intimated that in case of
retirement of an employee, Gratuity (DCRG) is to
be released/paid immediately to the retired
employee. As per GOl Decision (2) under Rule 68
of CCS ( Pension) Rules, 1972, where the payment
of DCRG has been delayed beyond three months
from the date of retirement, an interest at the rate
applicable to GPF deposits is to be paid to retired /
dependants of deceased Government servants.
However, of late it has been observed that various
Telecom Circles of BSNL are withholding/ delaying
the release/ payment of Gratuity on the pretext of
pendency of disciplinary proceedings against the
concerned BSNL employee, citing instructions
given vide Rule 9 of CCS (Pension) Rules, 1972.
3. In this regard, it is intimated that as per Rule 9 of
CCS (Pension) Rules, 1972, the President reserves
the right of withholding a pension or gratuity, or
both, either in full or in part, or withdrawing a
pension in full or in part, whether permanently or
for a specified period, and or ordering recovery
from a pension or gratuity of the whole or part of
any pecuniary loss caused to the Government, if,
in any departmental or judicial proceedings, the
pensioner is found guilty of grave misconduct or
negligence during the period of service. However,
as per GOI Decision (6) under Rule 9 of CCS
(Pension) Rules, 1972, minor penalty proceedings

have no effect on pension. Further, various
instructions under GOI Decision (10) under CCS
(Pension) Rules, 1972 clearly explains the
situations under which pension/gratuity cannot be
withheld.
4 . It may be seen from the above that the main
purpose of withholding pension and/ or gratuity is
for recovering pecuniary loss caused to the
Government/BSNL. Hence, withholding the
Gratuity in the cases should be done judiciously
and as per the provisions of rules only and not as
a matter of routine.
5. Further, it has been observed in many instances
that the concerned Circles are not taking up the
matters immediately with the BSNL Corporate
Office, where the decision of the Courts of Law
have gone against the Government/ BSNL in the
cases involving BSNL employees. Had the Circles
taken up the matters immediately with the BSNL
Corporate Office, appropriate remedial measures
could have taken/appropriate instructions could
have been issued on the matter.
6. Accordingly, it has been decided that in the cases
where any Court of Law directs for payment of
interest on delayed payment of Gratuity, action
might be taken for recovery of the said amount
from the Officers/ Officials responsible for the
delayed release/ payment of Gratuity, in addition
to initiation of disciplinary action against them.
7. Hence, All Heads of Telecom Circles/ Other
Administrative Units/ Cadre Controlling
Authorities in BSNL Corporate Office are requested
to release/ pay the Gratuity (DCRG) to the retired
employee, without any delay. Further, the Circles
arc requested to take up the matter immediately
with the BSNL Corporate Office, where the
decisions of the Courts of Law have gone against
the Government/ BSNL in the cases involving
BSNL employees.
Yours faithfully, (Keshav Kumar) Astt. General
Manager (Estt.-1) Tele. No. 011-23037477

GOVT ORDERS

No.12/9/2020-P&PW(C)-6450 Government of India
Ministry of Personnel, Public Grievances &
Pension Department of Pension & Pensioners’
Welfare Dated: 17th July, 2020
Subject: - Provisional release of retirement
benefits as per Rule 64 of CCS (Pension) Rules,
1972 during Covid Pandemic time.
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the stage of release of provisional pension and
provisional gratuity.
4. These instructions shall also be applicable in
cases where the Government servant retires
otherwise than on superannuation, i.e. voluntary
retirement, retirement under FR 56, etc.
5. In cases where the amount of provisional pension
is later found to be in excess of the final pension,
the excess amount of pension may be adjusted in
the manner indicated in Rule 64 of CCS (Pension)
Rules, 1972.
6. The payment of provisional pension sanctioned
in accordance with para 2 above, may initially
continue for a period not exceeding six months from
the date of retirement. The period of provisional
pension may be further extended, in exceptional
cases, with the concurrence of PAO and after
approval by the Head of Department. However, the
total period of provisional pension shall, in no case,
be more than one year from the date of retirement.
7. The date from which the final pension shall be
commenced by the Pension Disbursing Authority
(PDA), may be indicated by the Pay & Accounts
Office in the PPO. The date for commencement of
final pension by the PDA shall be at least two
months after the date of issue of the PPO, taking
into consideration the time likely to be taken by
CPAO and CPPC to process the pension case. Pay
& Accounts Office shall record a note in the PPO,
as mentioned below, while authorizing the final
pension. “Provisional pension has been/shall be
paid by the office for the period from ——— to —
——— @ Rs. ——————— plus DA. The
payment of final pension shall commence from the
bank w.e.f. ——————.”
The payment of provisional pension shall,
accordingly, continue from the office till the date
mentioned in the PPO for commencement of final
pension by the PDA so that there is no gap between
the date upto which the provisional pension is to
be paid and the date of commencement of final
pension by the PDA.
8. The instructions in this OM, in so far as they are
at variance with the provisions of rule 64, shall be
applicable till the work in offices is affected due to
the outbreak of COVID-19. These instructions
would be reviewed by this Department after

The undersigned is directed to say that in view of
the unprecedented situation which has arisen due
to the outbreak of COVID-19, there may be cases
where the processing of pension case of a retiring
Government servant gets delayed due to various
factors. A Government servant may find difficulty
in submission of his pension Forms (Form 5, Form
3, etc.) to the Head of Office (HOO) or the Head of
Office (HOO) may not be able to forward the claim
form in hard copy along with service book to the
concerned Pay & Accounts office in time,
particularly when both the offices are located in
different cities. There may also be cases where the
Pay & Accounts Office is not able to process the
case for authorization of pension before the
retirement of the Government servant.
2. Rule 64 of the CCS (Pension) Rules, 1972 provides
for sanction of provisional pension and provisional
gratuity in cases where a Government servant is
likely to retire before finalization of his pension &
gratuity. In order to ensure timely payment of
pension and retirement gratuity on retirement of a
Government servant, wherever a Government
servant is likely to retire before finalization of his
pensionary benefits, the Head of Office may rely
upon the information as available in the official
records and take action to sanction provisional
pension and provisional gratuity, with the approval
of the Head of Department. The provisional pension
and provisional gratuity may be sanctioned in those
cases also, where retiring Government servant is
unable to submit the pension claim Forms for any
reason. In cases where it is not possible to verify
the entire length of qualifying service immediately,
provisional gratuity may be sanctioned in respect
of the verified continuous spell of service
immediately preceding the date of retirement. A
copy of the draft letter for sanction of provisional
pension and provisional gratuity is enclosed.
3. The Pay & Accounts Office shall consider the
case on the basis of details of last emoluments and
length of qualifying service indicated by the Head
of Office and release the provisional pension and
provisional gratuity in the same manner as pay and
allowances of the establishment are paid. The Pay
& Accounts Office shall not insist for complete
documents of the case, including service book, at

GOVT ORDERS
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normalcy is restored. The provisions of Rule 64 of
the CCS (Pension) Rules, 1972 shall stand relaxed
to the extent indicated above.
9. The Administrative Divisions of all Ministries/
Department and attached/subordinate offices are
requested to bring these instructions to the notice
of all concerned for compliance.
This issues with the approval of the competent
authority.             (Rajesh Kumar)

NO.3/7/2020-P&PW (Desk-F) E.6574 GOI M/O
Personnel, Public Grievances & Pension-DOP&PW
Dtd:  17.7.2020Subject: - Missing entries in GPF
accumulation of subscribers
This office has been receiving grievances from
retired government servants for inaccurate and
delayed GPF settlement, along with interest, on
their retirement, due to frequent instances of
missing credits in their GPF accounts. The missing
credits in GPF were reported mostly by subscribers,
who during their service moved from one
establishment to another or were assigned foreign
deputation and also by officers of All India Service,
who proceeded on deputation outside their cadres.

Government of India Ministry of Communications
Department of Telecommunications, 20, Ashoka
Road, Sanchar Bhawan, New Delhi - 110001
No.47-15/TA-II/CPMS/20158/Part-I/2059-86 dated
23.07.2020 To All Pr. CCAs/CCAs
Sub: Special measure for pensioners-Life Certificate.
Ref: Letter No.47-15/TA-II/CPMS/2018/Part-I/1530-
60 dated 19.05.2020
Sir/Madam,
Vide letter under reference, relaxation in submission
of Life certificate for Telecom Pensioners whose
LC was expiring till 31st May 2020 was given for
payment of pension till June 2020.
A review of progress in submission of Life
Certificate (LC/DLC) has been done. Considering
the situation of lockdown/containment zone across
various states and apprehending the difficulties
faced by pensioners in submitting the Life

In these cases it was observed that the GPF account
is maintained by an establishment different from
that generating their salary bills and deducting their
GPF subscription. Needless to say that a co-
ordination mechanism between such two
establishments is most crucial to avoid any lapses
in updated maintenance of GPF accounts.In order
to avoid such grievances and for the sake of greater
transparency, it has henceforth been decided that,
I. it shall be mandatory (or all offices maintaining
GPF Accounts to intimate the particulars of missing
credits, once every financial year, to the authority
responsible for deducting the GPF subscription,
under intimation to the concerned subscriber.
ii. A complete statement of all credits, debits and
interest, since inception of the GPF account, shall
be provided to every subscriber, mandatorily two
years before his date of retirement and thereafter
one year before the date of retirement. Any
subscriber can make a representation on such a
statement provided to him and the office
maintaining the GPF account shall resolve the
grievance within 60 days from the date of receipt
of such a grievance.
3. The Administrative Divisions of all Ministries/
Department and attached/subordinate offices are
requested to bring these instructions to the notice
of all concerned for strict compliance.
(Rajendra Kumar Dutta)
Under Secretary to the Government of India

No. l(17)/2015//TA-in/331 Ministry of Finance
Department of Expenditure Office of Controller
General of Accounts Mahalekha Niyantrak Bhawan
E-BIock, GPO Complex, INA, New Delhi Dated: 15/
07/2020
Subject: Process of digitization of Pension Payment
in the Ministries/Departments- regarding.
To ensure timely payment of pension to the retirees;
it has been decided to streamline the process of
pension payment to avoid any delays, especially
during the COVID-19 pandemic period.
2. All the Civil Ministries/Department of the Central
Government may ensure that the pension cases in
their office are processed through ‘Bhavishya
‘Software integrated with Pension Module of
PFMS.
3. It may also be ensured that the details/information
mentioned in the physical PPO should match
exactly with that provided in the e-PPO of the
pensioners.
4. This may be accorded priority to ensure timely
credit of pension to the account of the pensioners.
(Sanjeev Shnvasfava)
Joint Controller General of Accounts

GOVT ORDERS
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Certificates and taking the vulnerability to COVID
19 into consideration, in continuation with
previous orders, as a special measure for
pensioners whose LC has expired in June 2020
(including pensioners whose LCs’ expiry date has
been relaxed as per earlier order) and those whose
LC is expiring in July 2020 (pension not payable in
August).
1.Their pension be paid till month of August 2020
and their LC has to be submitted before 30th
September 2020 failing which pension shall be
stopped.
2.Pensioners must also be informed of the same by
SMS and the initiative of CCA offices.
3.General awareness by means of SMS regarding
forums where LC/DLC can be generated-CSC/
Aadhar Centers/CCA offices/Post Offices/Banks
etc-be spread along with emphasis on prompt
reporting of death of pensioner/family pensioner.
This issues with the approval of Member (Finance).
(Shankara Nand Mishra) Director (DFU &
Accounts-I) Tel: 011-23036511 Email: div.dfu-
dot@gov.in

OM No.1/7/2017—P&PW (F) GOI  M/O Personnel
P G and Pensions-DOP&PW, July 28, 2020
Subject: Grant of disability pension, comprising
service element and disability element to pre-2006
disability pensioners, who were boarded out from
service, with less than 10 years of qualifying
service, due to an injury/disability, attributable to
govt. service
 The undersigned is directed to say that,
considering the hardship being faced by the
disabled Government servants, covered under the
provisions of CCS (EOP) Rules, the Government
had decided to dispense with the minimum service
required for earning service element of disability
pension, with effect from 01.01.2006 and orders
were issued vide OM No.33/5/2009-P&PW (F),
dated 10th December 2010.
 2. A doubt has been raised whether the provision
of the aforesaid OM, dated 10.12.2010, would be
applicable to the Government servants who were
boarded out of service, prior to 01.01.2006, with a
qualifying service of less than ten years.
3. The matter has been examined and it is clarified

that Central Civil Government servants who were
boarded out, prior to 01.01.2006, with a qualifying
service of less than ten years and were in receipt of
only the disability element of disability pension,
would also be eligible for the service element of
disability pension, w.e.f. 01.01.2006, in addition to
the disability element.
4. For calculating the disability pension w.e.f.
01.01.2006, the disability pension comprising, both
the service element and the disability element, will
be notionally fixed from the date of boarding out
and the same will be notionally revised in
accordance with the orders for revision of disability
pension, issued from time to time. The actual
payment of such revised disability pension would
be payable only w.e.f. 01.01.2006. No arrears on
account of grant of service element, for the period
prior to 01.01.2006, would be admissible. The
amount of service gratuity, if any paid, to the
Government servant at the time of boarding out
would be adjusted from the arrears of pension
accruing as a result of these orders.
5. This issues with the concurrence of the Ministry
of Finance, Department of Expenditure, vide their
I.D. Note No. 1(9)/EV/2019 dated 25/06/2020.
6. In their application to the persons belonging to
Indian Audit and Accounts Department, these
orders are issued under Article 148(5) of the
Constitution and after consultation with the
Comptroller and Auditor General of India
7. The Administrative Divisions of all Ministries/
Department & attached/subordinate offices are
requested to bring the contents of these
instructions to the notice of all concerned for
compliance.
Sd/-
(Seema Gupta) Director Ph. 23350012

Attention Affiliates
BPS request you to provide Names &
Whatsaap Mob. Nos of  your contact
persons to enable us to keep you
uptodate on daily basis
Editor

GOVT ORDERS
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No. 1/11/2020-P&PW (E) GOI M/O P, P.G. &
Pensions-DOP&PW Dated 29th July, 2020
Sub: Relaxation of Rule 80-A for payment of
provisional Family Pension on death of a
government servant during service
The undersigned is directed to say that in
accordance with Rule 80-A of the CCS (Pension)
Rules 1972, on death of a Government servant
during service, Head of Office shall sanction and
draw provisional family pension and death gratuity
in favour of claimant or claimants, after the family
pension case, including Form 18 and other
documents referred to in Rule 80, has been
forwarded by the Head of Office to the Pay &
Accounts Office. It has been brought to the notice
of this Department that the process of forwarding
the family pension case to Pay & Accounts Office
along with requisite documents itself takes a long
time, it is also understood that, in a large number of
cases, provisional family pension and gratuity are
not being sanctioned on death of a Government
servant. The delay in finalization of family pension
and gratuity results in hardship to the family of the
deceased Government servant.
2. The matter has been examined in this Department.
In accordance with Rule 54 (2) (ii) of the CCS
(Pension) Rules, on death of Government servant
during service, the family of a deceased
Government Servant becomes entitled to family
pension even in cases where a government servant
dies before completion of one year of continuous
service, provided the deceased government servant
concerned, immediately prior to his/ her
appointment to the service or post, was examined
by appropriate medical authority and declared fit
by that authority. Thus family pension is payable
to the family of deceased Government servant
irrespective of the length of service of the
Government servant before his death. Therefore,
verification of the entire service is not relevant for
determining the amount of family pension. The
amount of death gratuity, however, depends on the
length of qualifying service of the
deceased Government servant. Any Government
dues in respect of the deceased Government servant
are also required to be recovered from the amount
of death gratuity.

3. Keeping in view the position mentioned in para
2 above and in order to avoid anyhardship to the
family of the deceased Government servant, it has
been decided to relax the provisions of rule 80-A of
the CCS (Pension) Rules, 1972 to the extent that if
a claim for family pension in Form 14 along with
death certificate and bank account details of the
claimant has been received and the Head of Office
is satisfied about the bonafide of that claim, he
shall sanction provisional family pension
immediately. The Head of Office shall not wait for
forwarding of the family pension case (including
Form-14, Form-18 and other relevant documents
mentioned in Rule 80) to Pay & Accounts Office
before sanctioning the provisional family pension.
4. The amount of provisional family pension shall
not exceed the maximum family pension as
admissible under Rule 54 of CCS Pension Rules,
1972.
5. In Central Armed Police Forces related cases,
where death of an employee occurs, initially
provisional family pension may be sanctioned
without waiting for the final Operation Casualty
Report.
6. The Pay & Accounts Office shall release the
provisional family pension on the basis of sanction
order issued by the Head of Office without insisting
for any other documents including service book.
The provisional family pension shall be paid in the
same manner as Pay and Allowances of the
establishment are paid.
7. A format for sanctioning the provisional family
pension by the Head of Department is enclosed.
8.There will be no change in regard to the
provisions for sanction of provisional gratuity
under Rule 80-A. Action for sanction of death
gratuity under rule 80-A may be taken by the Head
of Office after forwarding Form-18 and other
relevant documents to Pay & Accounts Office. In
case the amount of provisional family pension is
later found to be in excess of the final family
pension, the same may be adjusted from the amount
of death gratuity, failing which, it may be recovered
in instalments from the family pension payable in
future.

GOVT ORDERS
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9. The payment of provisional family pension
sanctioned as per Para 3 above may initially continue
for a period of six months from the date, following
the date of death of employee. The period of such
provisional family pension sanctioned may be
further extended, for not more than six months at a
time, on the advice of Pay & Accounts Office and
with the approval of Head of Department (HOD).
10. The provisional family pension may continue
to be paid for two months succeeding the month in
which the Pension Payment Order for final family
pension is issued by the Pay & Accounts Office,
keeping in view the time likely to be taken by Central
Pension Accounting Office (CPAO) and Central
Pension Processing Centre (CPPC) for processing
the case. While authorizing final family pension
after receipt of complete family pension case, the
Pay & Account office shall indicate the date from
which the family pension authorized in the Pension
Payment Order is to be paid by the Pension
Disbursing Authority. Accordingly, the Office of
Pay & Account may record a note in the Pension
Payment Order, as mentioned below, while
authorizing the final family pension:
“Provisional family pension has been/shall be paid
for the period from—————to————— @
Rs. — plus Dearness Relief. The payment of final
family pension may be commenced
by the bank w.e.f. ———— —
11. The Administrative Divisions of all Ministries/
Department and attached/subordinate
offices are requested to bring these instructions to
the notice of all concerned for compliance.

The issues with the approval of
Competent Authority
Sd/
(Sanjoy Shankar)
Under Secretary to the Government of India
-----------------------------------------------------------------
No                                                           Dated :

Government of India
Ministry of.
Department/Office

To

Shri/Smt./Kumari————————— (Name)
and ——————————address of claimant)

Subject: - Grant of provisional family pension.

Sir/Madam
I am directed to say that Shri/Smt./Kumari ———
—————————— (Name and designation)
died on————————————— As per
service record you are eligible to receive family
pension.
2. In accordance with Rule 80-A of the Central Civil
Services (Pension) Rules, 1972 read with the O.M.
No. 1/11/2020-P&PW (E) dated 29th July, 2020 of
Department of Pension & Pensioners’ Welfare,
sanction of the competent authority is hereby
accorded for payment of an amount of Rs/- per
month as provisional family pension commencing
from(Date following the date of death of
Government servant)
* The amount of provisional pension shall be 100%
of family pension as assessed based on the pay on
the date of death of Government servant.
3. The payment of provisional family pension
sanctioned as per Para 3 of the OM No 1/11/2020-
P&PW dated 29th July, 2020 may initially continue
for a period of six months from the date, following
the date of death of employee. The period of such
provisional family pension sanctioned may be
further extended, for not more than six months at a
time, on the advice of Pay & Accounts Office and
with the approval of Head of Department (HOD).
4. If the amount of provisional family pension is
found to be in excess of the final family pension, it
shall be recovered from gratuity instalments from
the family pension payable in future.

Yours faithfully,

Head of Department

Copy for information to the Pay and Accounts
Officer

GOVT ORDERS
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F No. 6-52/CGHS/GR.CELL/2020/DIR/CGHS Dt
10.7.2020.
Sub: CGHS rates for treatment at private healthcare
organizations empanelled under CGHS-in view of
the COVID-19 Pandemic
With reference to the above mentioned subject the
undersigned is directed to state that In view of the
current Ci. una Virus Disease (COVID-19) Pandemic
this Ministry is in receipt of representations seeking
clarifications and guidelines regarding rates
applicable for treatment in private healthcare
organizations empaneled under CGHS. This matter
has been reviewed by the Ministry and it is now
decided to issue guidelines and rates for treatment
/ investigations at private healthcare organizations
empanelled under CGHS as per the details given
under :
2.a) CGHS rates for treatment for COVID-19 in
private empanelled hospitals in respect of CGHS
beneficiaries in a City shall be as per the package
rates prescribed by the concerned State
Government. In case no such rates have been
prescribed by the State Government in any CGHS
City, the rates prescribed by Govt, of NCT Delhi
shall be applicable, till rates are notified by the
concerned State Government.
b) For non COVID related treatment in private
hospitals empanelled under CGHS the Normal
CGHS package rates shall be admissible. CGHS
beneficiary shall undergo COVID-19 test as per the
approved rate before elective treatment procedure.
c) For treatment under emergency - the patient shall
be treated in Isolation ward till the COVID-19 test
results is not available and rates as per isolation
ward rates for one day shall be applicable. If the
beneficiary is COVID-19 negative, he/she shall be
shifted to normal wards and normal CGHS rates
will be applicable and if COVID-19 positive, he/she
shall be under treatmer’, in COVID ward and
prescribed rates shall be applicable.
d) COVID test shall be permitted as per ICMR
guidelines, and CGHS rate shall be as per the rates
fixed by concerned State Government or actual,
whichever may be less. If State Government has
not notified such rates in any CGHS City, the rates
prescribed by ICMR are applicable till rates are
notified by State Government.
3.It is once again reiterated that all CGHS
empanelled hospitals , which are notified as COVID-

Hospitals by State Governments shall provide
treatment facilities to CGHS beneficiaries as per
the CGHS norms and as per the rates prescribed
above , for all COVID related treatments. Similarly,
it is again reiterated that all the CGHS empanelled
hospitals, which are not notified as COVID
Hospitals shall not deny treatment facilities /
admission to CGHS beneficiaries and shall charge
as per CGHS norms, for all other treatments. Suitable
action shall be taken in case of violation of the
guidelines. CGHS empanelled healthcare
organizations shall perform the treatment / test on
Cashless basis in respect of pensioners, etc., and
submit the bills to CGHS through UTI-ITSL. The
reimbursement for the cost of expenditure on the
test at approved rate shall be reimbursed by
concerned Ministry / Department / Organization in
respect of serving employees and beneficiaries of
Autonomous Bodies.
4. These orders come into effect from the date of
issue till further orders.
5. This issues with the concurrence of Integrated
Finance Division, MoHFW vide CD No 805 dt
10.7.2020 Sd/    (Dr. Sanjay Jain)     Director, CGHS

CGHS

Corrigendum OM dtd 20.7.2020
F No. 6-52/CGHS/GR.CELL/2020//DIR/CGHS
Sub: Corrigendum to OM dt 10.7.2020 regarding CGHS
rates for treatment at private healthcare organizations
empanelled under CGHS -in view of the COVID-19
Pandemic
With reference to the above mentioned subject kind
attention is drawn to Office Memorandum of even No.
dated the 10th  June 2020 para 2 (c), which is reproduced
below and to state that there is an inadvertent
typographical error and the paragraph 2 (c ) is corrected
as per the details given under:
2.c) For treatment under emergency — the patient shall
be _ treated in Isolation ward til the COVID-19 test
results is not available and  rates as per isolation ward
rates for one day _ shall be applicable. It is modified to
read as under:
2. c) For treatment under emergency — the patient shall
be treated in Isolation ward till the COVID-19 test result
is available and rates as per isolation ward rates for one
day shall be applicable.
The other terms and conditions of the Office
Memorandum No. F No. 6-52/CGHS/ GR.CELL/2020/
DIR/CGHS dated the 10th June , 2020 shall remain
unchanged.                (Dr. Sanjay Jain) Director, CGHS
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No 4-35(01)/2019-PAT/GOI MOC-DOT Dt:28.7.2020
Subject -: Reimbursement of medical claims to
pensioners residing in non-CGHS areas-reg.
This refers to medical claims being received from
pensioners residing in non-CGHS areas. In this
respect. Ministry of Health and Family Welfare’s
(MoH&FW) OM No. S. 14025/23/2013-MS.EHSS
dated 29.09.2016 may be referred (copy enclosed).
As per this OM, the pensions residing in non-CGHS
have following options to avail medical facilities:
(a) They can avail Fixed Medical Allowance (FMA)
@ Rs. 500/- per month or as revised from time to
time. At present, vide OM 4/34/2017/P&PW(D)
dated 19.07.2017. FMA is @ Rs. 1000/- per month.
(b) They can also avail benefits of CGHS (OPD &
IPD) by registering themselves In the nearest CGHS
city after making the required subscription.
(c) They also have the option to avail FMA for
OPD treatment, and CGHS for IPD treatment after
making the required subscriptions as per CGHS
guidelines.
2. In addition, in accordance to MoH&FW’s OM
No. 8.11011/11/2016 CGHS (P)/EHS dated
09.01.2017 (copy enclosed), pensioners have
option to avail CGHS facilities by making
contribution on an annual basis (1 year/12 months)
or by making contribution for 10 (ten) years (120
months) for getting a pensioner CGHS card with
life-time validity.
3. The undersigned is directed to request ail the Pr.
CCA/CCAS and others concerned offices that the
pensioners of this Department residing in non-
CGHS areas may be intimated/sensitized (more than
once) by an appropriate means about the above
options for medical facilities available to them as
per MoH&FW OM dated 29.09.2016 and OM No.
S.11011/11/2016 CGHS (P)/EHS dated 09.01.2017.
They may be advised that for availing
reimbursement of their medical bills, they have to
mandatoryly register themselves with the nearest
CGHS facility as per one of the options above. They
may also be advised that if they fail to register
themselves w.e.f. applicable date with the nearest
CGHS facility for availing OPD/IPD treatment, their
further medical bills may not be reimbursed by this
Department.
4.Compliance report in respect of the above may
be furnished to this office for appraisal of Secretary,
DoT.
5.This issues with the approval of competent
authority.  (S.C. Karol), Director (Estt.)

CGHS

No. S.14025/23/2013-MS EHSS GOI M/O H&FW
Dept of Health & Family Welfare Dt 29.9.2016
Sub:- Reimbursement of medical claims to
Pensioners under CS (MA) Rules, 1844 as directed
by various CATS/Courts – Regarding.
The undersigned is directed to state that various
references are being received in Ministry of Health
and Family Welfare on the above mentioned
subject. It is hereby clarified that CS (MA) Rules,
1944 are not applicable to pensioners till date
2. It is further informed that the following options
to avail medical facilities are available to Central
Government pensioners:
Pensioners residing in CGHS covered ares:
1) They can get themselves registered in CGHS
dispensary after making requisite contribution and
can avail both OPD and IPD facilities.
2) Pensioners residing in CGHS areas cannot opt
out of CGHS and avail any other medical facility
(i.e. Fixed Medical Allowance). Such Pensioners, if
they do not choose to avail CGHS facility by
depositing the required cantributions, cannot be
granted Fixed Medical allowance in lieu of CGHS.
b) Pensioners residing in non -CGHs areas:
1) They can avail Fixed Medical Allowance (EMA
@ Rs.500/- per month.
2) They can also avail benefits of CGHS (OPD and
IPD) by registering themselves in the nearest CGHS
city after making the required subscription.
3) They also have the option to avail FMA, for
OPD treatment and CGHS for IPD treatments after
making the required subscriptions as per CGS
guidelines.
3. In view of the above, reimbursement of medical
claims to Pensioners under CS (MA) Rules, 1944
as directed by various CATs/Courts, need not be
referred to Ministry of Health and Family Welfare.
The respective administrative Department/
Ministry may take their own decision in this regard.
4. Further, all Departments/Ministries are requested
to intimate their employees proceeding fer
retirement regarding the above options for medical
facilities available to the Central Government
pensioners.
5. This issues with the approval of competent
authority.
Sunil Kumar Gupta) Under Secy to The  Govt on
India
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CENTRAL ADMINISTRATIVE TRIBUNAL
HYDERABAD BENCH Original Application No.
21/229/2020 Hyderabad, this the 13th day of
March, 2020 Hon rble Mr, B. V, Sudhakar,
Member (Adtnn.)
1. Cyril Vivian D’ Silva, S/o Mathies D Silva, Aged
about 61 years: Sr. Technician (Retired), O/o Chief
Workshop Manager, Lallaguda, R/o. H. No. 16-141/
3, Rajanagar Colony, Miralguda, Malkajgiri,
Secunderabad and others
VS
1. The Union of India Rep by its Secretary, Railway
Board, Ministry of Railways, Rail Bhavan, New
Delhi. The General Manager, South Central
Railways, Rail Nilayam, Secunderabad.
ORAL ORDER
{As per B. V. Sudhakar, Member (Admn.)}
2. OA is filed seeking notional increment on
completing one year of service on 1st July after
retirement on 30th June of the year of retirement
and based on the same revise the retirement
benefits including pension.
3. Brief facts are that the applicants retired on 30th
of June in the years 2012 to 2019 after rendering
one year of service required to grant the annual
increment. As per 6th CPC uniform date of drawing
increment was fixed as 1st of July and since the
applicants retired on 30th of June in various years
they were not granted annual increment claiming
that they were not in service on 1st July to be
eligible for drawing the increment. The issue was
already dealt by the Hon’ble Madras High Court in
W.P. No. 15732 of 2017 filed by P. Ayyamperumal,
wherein favorable orders were issued on 15.9.2017
and the same when challenged by filing an SLP as
well as by a review petition before the Hon’ble
Apex Court, the same were dismissed on 23.7.2018
and 8.8.2019 respectively. Hence, the issue has
attained finality. Similarly, Hon’ble High Court of
Delhi and other benches of this Tribunal have
granted similar relief when approached by the
concerned parties. After being aware of the
judgments cited, applicants claim that they have
represented (pages 29 to 41 of OA) for grant of
similar relief, which were forwarded to the 1st
respondent and thereafter, there being no response,
the OA has been necessitated.
4. The contentions of the applicants are that the

decision in WP No. 15732/2017 having become
final, is binding. Applicants have rendered one year
of service except for their retirement on 30lh June
and as such are eligible for the relief sought.
5. Heard both the counsel and perused the
pleadings.
6. A) The issue is in regard to grant of notional
increment on 1st July subsequent to the retirement
of the applicants on 30th June after rendering one
year of service as required for earning an increment.
A similar issue fell for consideration by this Tribunal
in OA No. 1155 of 2020 wherein the judgment in
W.P. No. 15732/2017 was banked upon and many
other rules were discussed at length for granting
the relief as is sought by the applicants.
Respondents adopt the DOPT guidelines in
administering their organisation and hence the
discussion pertaining to various rules apply to the
respondents organisation as well. The Ld. Counsel
for the applicants claimed that the issue is fully
covered by the judgments of Hon’ble High Courts
of Madras and Delhi as well as that of Hon’ble
Emakulam Bench of this Tribunal and of this Bench
in OA 1155/2020. The operative portion of relevance
in OA/1155 of2020 is extracted here under:
A. “7)(I) At the very outset, we disapprove the
contention of the respondents that the benefit
afforded to the petitioner in the writ petition cited
above was wrongly granted. It was in the wake of
the judgment of the Hon’ble High Court after
thorough rumination and taking into account an
earlier decision of the same High Court, the Hon’ble
Apex Court has declined to interfere with under
Art. 136 of the Constitution of India.
II) The disapproval has the backing of the
extensive observations of the Hon’ble Supreme
Court as laid out here under:-
a) It is the cardinal principle of judicial discipline,
as held by the Apex Court in the case of S. L Rooplal
vs Lt Governor of Delhi1 that precedents are to be
strictly adhered to. The Apex Court has
categorically held therein as under:-
“12. Precedents which enunciate rules of law from
the foundation of administration of justice under
our system. This is a fundamental principle which
every presiding officer of a judicial forum ought
to know, for consistency in interpretation of law
alone can lead to public confidence in our judicial
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system ……..A subordinate court is bound by the
enunciation of law made by the superior courts.
“Referring to another judgment in the case of
Tribhovandas Purshottamdas Thakkar v. Ratilal
Motilal Patel 2 the Apex Court has observed as
under.

This Court in the case of Tribhovandas
Purshottamdas Thakkar v. Ratilal Motilal Patel while
dealing with a case in which a Judge of the High
Court had failed to follow the earlier judgment of a
larger Bench of the same Court observed thus:

The judgment of the Full Bench of the Gujarat
High Court was binding upon Raju, J. If the
learned Judge was of the view that the decision
of Bhagwati, J., in Pinjare Karimbhai case3 and
of Macleod, C.J., in Haridas case4 did not lay
down the correct law or rule of practice, it was
open to him to recommend to the Chief Justice
that the question be considered by a larger Bench.
Judicial decorum, propriety and discipline
required that he should not ignore it. Our system
of administration of justice aims at certainty in
the law and that can be achieved only if Judges
do not ignore decisions by courts of coordinate
authority or of superior authority. Gajendra
gadkar, C.J., observed in Bhagwan v. Ram Chand:

‘It is hardly necessary to emphasize that
considerations of judicial propriety and decorum
require that if a learned Single Judge hearing a
matter is inclined to take the view that the earlier
decisions of the High Court, whether of a Division
Bench or of a Single Judge, need to be
reconsidered, he should not embark upon that
inquiry sitting as a Single Judge, but should refer
the matter to a Division Bench, or, in a proper
case, place the relevant papers before the Chief
Justice to enable him to constitute a larger Bench
to examine the question. That is the proper and
traditional way to deal with such matters and it
is founded on healthy principles of judicial
decorum and propriety. ‘

When the above is the law laid down by the
Apex Court, needless to mention that the judgment
on identical subject in the case of R. Ayyamperumal
(supra) cannot be overlooked by the Tribunal in
view of its binding nature. Therefore, respondents
submission that a benefit wrongly extended cannot

be cited as a precedent for claiming similar benefits
to others by citing Hon’ble Supreme Court
directions in U.O.I v M.K. Sarkar, is amusing to say
the least. The very premise of the submission is on
a shaky foundation since the Hon’ble Supreme
Court, which shapes and sets the law of the land,
has upheld the findings of the Hon’ble High Court
of Madras and therefore, the benefit to be extended
to the applicants by no stretch of imagination can
be termed as wrongly extended. Hon’ble Supreme
Court is supreme in the domain of law and therefore
it was too risky an objection raised by the
respondents. It is devoid of any legal substance
and hence rejected with all the force which English
language commands. The judgment of the Hon’ble
Apex Court cited by the respondents is therefore
not relevant to the issue on hand. The relief
extended by the Hon’ble High Court of Madras on
attaining finality is enforceable across the
administrative spectrum of the Government of India.
III) The other objection akin to the above, taken by
the respondents which requires to be responded
to is that the Ayyamperumal judgment cited supra,
is applicable only to parties who were before the
Hon’ble High Court and that the applicants being
non-parties to the judgment, it cannot be extended
to them. The said objection flies in the face of well
settled law that if a relief is extended to a set of
employees then the same needs to be extended to
similarly situated employees without forcing them
to go over to the courts for an identical relief. It is
not out of place to affirm that if the authorities
discriminate amongst persons similarly situated,
in matters of concessions and benefits, the same
directly infringes the constitutional provisions
enshrined in Articles 14 and 16 of the Constitution
of India. In fact, observations of the Hon’ble
Supreme Court in the following cases would set at
rest the doubts lingering in the minds of the
respondents about the inevitability to extend the
benefit of the judgment to the applicants.

Amrit Lal Berry v. Collector of Central
Excise,6: “We may, however, observe that when a
citizen aggrieved by the action of a Government
Department has approached the Court and
obtained a declaration of law is his favour, others,
in like circumstances, should be able to rely on
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the sense of responsibility of the Department
concerned and to expect that they will be given
the benefit of this declaration without the need to
take their grievances to Court. “
Inder Pal Yadav Vs. Union of India, 1985 (2) SCC
648. “...those who could not come to the court
need not be at a comparative disadvantage to those
who rushed in here. If they are otherwise similarly
situated, they are entitled to similar treatment if not
by anyone else at the hands of this Court. “

The Vth Central Pay Commission, as well, in its
recommendation, in regard to extension of benefit
of court judgment to similarly situated, observed
under:- “126.5 - Extending judicial decisions in
matters of a general nature to all similarly placed
employees. - We have observed that frequently, in
cases of service litigation involving many similarly
placed employees, the benefit of judgment is only
extended to those employees who had agitated
the matter before the Tribunal/Court. This
generates a lot of needless litigation. It also runs
contrary to the judgment given by the Full Bench
of Central Administrative Tribunal, Bangalore in
the case of C.S. Elias Ahmed and others v. UOI &
others 7, wherein it was held that the entire class
of employees who are similarly situated are
required to be given the benefit of the decision
whether or not they were parties to the original
writ. Incidentally, this principle has been upheld
by the Supreme Court in this case as well as in
numerous other judgments like G.C. Ghosh v. UOJ8
9 10, dated 20-7-1998; K.L Shepherd v. UOI; Abid
Hussain v. UOI etc. Accordingly, we recommend
that decisions taken in one specific case either by
the judiciary or the Government should be applied
to all other identical cases without forcing the
other employees to approach the court of law for
an identical remedy or relief. We clarify that this
decision will apply only in cases where a principle
or common issue of general nature applicable to
a group or category of Government employees is
concerned and not to matters relating to a specific
grievance or anomaly of an individual employee.”

Hence, law being candid in all its hues in regard
to extending a judicial relief to similarly situated
employees, there cannot be any iota of doubt in
extending the relief of notional increment to the

applicants as was granted by the Hon’ble High
Court of Madras, referred to paras cited supra.
IV)Reverting to the subject proper, the dispute
relates to drawal of annual increment due to be
drawn on completion of one year of service in
respect of employees retiring on 30th June pursuant
to the recommendations of the 6th/ 7th CPC. The
governing provision for drawal of increment is
FR26, which reads as under:
Sub-rule (a) runs as follows:-
(i) All duty in a post on a time-scale counts for
increments in that time-scale: Provided that, for
the purpose of arriving at the date of the next
increment in that time-scale, the total of all such
periods as do not count for increment in that time-
scale, shall be added to the normal date of
increment.
Sub-Rule (b) prescribes that (ii) in case of Extra-
Ordinary Leave, taken otherwise than on medical
certificate, the period will not count for purposes
of increments.

The key words are that “all duty in a post on a
time- scale of pay counts” for drawal of increment.
There is no dispute in regard to all duty performed
by the applicants for an year to be eligible for
drawing the increment nor were their increments
postponed to a future date due to availing of
extraordinary leave or unauthorised absence or a
penalty befalling them. The rule does not specify
that the applicant has to be on duty to be eligible
for drawing the increment but only speaks of “all
duty in a post” is to be reckoned. The contention
of the respondents that applicants have to be on
duty to draw increment, taking support of the Dept,
of Expenditure OM dated 24.08.1974 wherein it was
actually stated that an employee during leave draws
leave salary only and not duty pay, is incongruent
to the provisions of FR 26. Thus, such an inference
is inapplicable to the applicants since they were
not on leave to be ineligible for increment due to
be drawn. Tribunal takes support of the Hon’ble
Supreme Court observations in para 15 of the
judgment in the case of State of Sikkim v. Dorjee
Tshering Bhutia,11 wherein, the Apex Court has
held as under:-
“It is well settled law that any order, instruction,
direction or notification issued in exercise of the
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executive power of the State which is contrary to
any statutory provisions is without jurisdiction
and is a nullity. “ The action of the respondents in
rejecting the drawl of increment on 1st July is
against the statutory Fundamental Rule referred
to. Denial was for having adorned the tag of a
pensioner on 1st July though they have rendered
one year service required to be eligible for the
annual increment to be drawn. The rejection of the
request of the applicants, therefore, goes against
the very grain of the judgment cited.
V)  Delving further into the subject, an increment is
a raise in salary as a certain percentage of the basic
pay the periodicity of which is as provided for in
the rules governing the services of an employee. It
is in the form of an incentive and in recognition of
the contributions of the employees to the
Organisation they serve. A simple pay raise,
whatever be the rate of increase, can boost morale,
increase employee satisfaction and encourage hard
work. Rise, it is paramount to note, is related to
performance. However, for administrative and
accounting convenience, Govt, has decided that
the awarding of increment will be on an annual
basis and crystallizes for payment at the end of the
year without any pro-rata increment for a period
less than completion of one year. The yearly time
interval is presumed to be reasonable to assess
the performance of an employee. In the case of the
applicants, no doubts were cast in regard to their
performance and in such a scenario if the grant of
annual increment were to be split into 12 parts with
each one granted on the 1st of the subsequent
month, there would not have been any occasion
for the applicants to be before the Tribunal, at least
for the 11/12th portion of the annual increment
under dispute. Hence, there could be no offence
attributed, if stated that the convenience of the
respondents organisation cannot be a bane to its
men and that too, for not being found fault with.
VI) True to speak, the issue per se, has cropped up
with the recommendation of the 6th CPC wherein it
was decided to fix a uniform date for drawal of
increment on 1st of July/January and later
restricted to Ist July in 7th CPC, in order to avoid
the rigmarole of granting increments throughout
the year to employees depending on the date of

joining the service. However, this has given rise to
the issue of non grant of increment to those who
retire on 30th June since they have become
pensioners on 1st July resulting in applicants being
docked. A enviable answer to the mind racking
question is found in Rule 10 of the CCS (Revised
Pay) Rules 2008 wherein it was stipulated as under:
There will be a uniform date of annual increment
viz. 1st July of every year. Employees completing 6
months and above in the revised pay structure as
on 1st of July will be eligible to be granted the
increment.

The applicants retirement has been dated as
30th June in the years 2007 to 2018 and applying
Rule 10 read with FR 26 (a) cited supra, they are
entitled for the increment as they have completed
more than 6 months unblemished service in the
revised pay structure. Even the Revised Rules
framed in 2016 consequent to the implementation
of 7lh CPC do not prohibit release of the increment
in question. Rules, if not adhered to by the
respondents, then who would, will be a serious
question to be introspected by the concerned in
the respondents organisation. In regard to rules
Hon’ble Apex has made it crystal clear that
deviation from rules has to be snubbed and curbed,
in an array of judgements, extracted below:

The Hon’ble Supreme Court observation in
T.Kannan and ors vs S.K. Nayyar12 held that
“Action in respect of matters covered by rules
should be regulated by rules”. Again in Seighal’s
case13-The Hon’ble Supreme Court has stated
that “Wanton or deliberate deviation in
implementation of rules should be curbed and
snubbed. “ In yet another judgmen-14 The Hon’ble
Apex court held “the court cannot de hors rules”
In view of the above respondents cannot afford to
ignore the rule cited supra.
VII) One another point of view which favours the
applicants is that a right, to be granted the
increment, has been vested in the applicants as
per rules referred to, since they have served for 12
months without any remark whatsoever. In fact had
the date of uniform increment as 15 July was not
stipulated, majority of the employees would not
have been placed in this piquant situation. The
view point of the 6th CPC to bring in rationalisation
of grant of increment is a welcome measure but in
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the same vein the genuine grievance of the
applicants has to be redressed in implementing a
measure of intrinsic administrative importance.
Applicants are not at fault for the shift of the
increment to a single date. There are provisions
under FRSR 26 to defer the increment when an
employee is on extra ordinary leave for the purpose
of study or training and if this be so, under the
same analogy the applicants who have been
otherwise eligible for annual increment can be
considered for the increment on the 1st day of
retirement as a deferred increment. Rules are to be
uniform and should not be discriminative in nature.
When employees who are not on duty due to
extraordinary leave but granted deferred increment,
it does not stand to reason as to why the eligible
increment of employees transformed into
pensioners, like the applicants who obviously
could not be on duty on the 1st day of retirement
which is the increment date, should not be drawn
on advancing the drawal by a day which is the last
working day in service.
VIII) Going further, it is clearly discernable that the
employees who have served for 12 months are
granted the annual increment for the reason that
they continue in service but the applicants who
have also rendered 12 months service are denied a
similar benefit since on the due date of increment
their designation changed over to a pensioner for
being born in June due to quirk of fate. The
important point to note is the rendering of 12
months of service. Increment is granted for
satisfactory service rendered and not for the service
that is going to be rendered. In other words, it is
the past, and not the future in respect of service
rendered which is critical to be rendered for being
granted the annual increment. In this regard, both
serving employees and the applicants have served
the same period of 12 months to earn the annual
increment due, excepting for the later taking the
avatar of a pensioner on the due date of increment
in respect of the aspect under adjudication.

Therefore, granting increment to the serving
employees and not to the applicants with the same
standing of serving for 12 months without blemish,
is-no more than hostile discrimination impermissible
under law and is evidently violative of Article 14 of

the Constitution of India. Extrapolating the
observation of the Hon’ble Apex Court in Syed
Khalid Rizvi Vs. Union of India in 1993 Supp (3)
SCC 575, wherein it was stated that unequals
cannot be treated as equals offending Articles 14
and 16(1) of the Constitution of India, so too
applicants/pensioners who are equals to the
serving employees in regard to the completion of
residency period of one year to earn the annual
treatment, the applicants who are pensioners,
cannot be treated as unequals for granting the
legitimate annual increment due to them.
(X) In fact, if the date of uniform increment as 1st
July was not stipulated, majority of the employees
would not have been placed in a peppery situation
as is agitated upon by the applicants before the
Tribunal. The view point of the 6th CPC is to usher
in rationalisation of grant of increment but not to
deny eligible increment to those entitled.
Applicants have no role in the shift of the increment
and, therefore, denying them their due, goes against
the legal tenets laid down by the Hon’ble Supreme
Court as under:
(a) A.K. Lakshmipathy v. Rai Saheb Pannalal H.
Lahoti Charitable Trust11 “they cannot be
allowed to take advantage of their own mistake
and conveniently pass on the blame to the
respondents.” (b) Rekha Mukherjee v. Ashis
Kumar Das12:
36. The respondents herein cannot take
advantage of their own mistake.

Mistake of the respondents is that the applicants
though rendered one year unblemished service
they were denied the eligible increment and
justifying it by claiming that since applicants have
become pensioners they are ineligible, does not
go well with the above observations of the Hon’ble
Apex Court.
XI) Setting forth a hyper technical argument that
though the applicants have put in 12 months
service, yet for not being on duty on 1st July, they
are ineligible, is invalid since the very object of
rationalising the grant of increment is defeated. The
object was to rationalise and not deny a legitimate
benefit, which is contrary to the doctrine of
legitimate expectations. Under the said doctrine, a
procedural angularity and impropriety has crept in
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and therefore, requires correction. The
administrative decision of denying the benefit
sought can be firmly and authoritatively questioned
based on grounds of illegality, irrationality &
procedural impropriety as laid in Union of India vs.
Hindusthan Development Corporation13.
Applicants have exercised such a right in filing the
present OA deprecating the decision of rejection,
which for reasons discussed so far, warrants judicial
interference.
(XII) It requires no reiteration that decisions of the
respondents are to be in harmony with the
constitutional provisions of Articles 14 & 16 and
the laws of the land. Further, respondents decisions
invariably are not to be directed towards
unauthorised ends of rejecting an acceptable
request, but ought to be in tandem with the purpose
of bringing forth of a uniform date of granting
increment in consonance with the legal principle
laid by the Hon’ble Supreme Court. In 1974 (3)
SCR 121:: 1974 AIR 497, Murthy Match Works
vs. Collector, Central Excise, Hon’ble Supreme
Court held as under: “The legislative project and
purpose turn not on niceties of little verbalism
but on the actualilities or rugged realism and so,
the construction of... must be illumined by the
goal, though guided by the word. “
(XIII) In addition, when an interpretation of the
objective of the 6th /7th CPC to fix a uniform date
for grant of increment is to be made, it has to be
necessarily broad based so that the purported
object is not defeated. In the instant case, there are
two interpretations, one of which is pedantic
denying increment on 1st July, though eligible but
for becoming a pensioner and the other is broader
one supported by rules calling for grant of
(increment based on the one year service rendered
to earn the same. Ignoring the broader and
purposive interpretation, sure enough, was never
the intent of the 6th/ 7th CPC recommendation in
going in for a uniform date of grant of annual
increment, subject to, of course, fulfilling other
conditions to earn the increment other than fulfilling
the proviso of rendering one year of service.
Adopting the broader interpretation is the choice,
which the respondents should have chosen in
regard to the dispute on hand, as has been expressly
made explicit in Nokes v. Doncaster Amalgamated

Collieries14 as under: “If the choice is between
two interpretations, the narrower of which would
fail to achieve the manifest purpose of the
legislation, we should avoid a construction which
would reduce the legislation to futility and should
rather accept the broader construction based on
the view that Parliament would legislate only for
the purpose of bringing about an effective result.
“ Respondents have attempted a narrow
interpretation rather than a broader one in allowing
the increment on a uniform date as recommended
by 6th / 7lh CPC. Such an interpretation is thus
unsound in view of the aforesaid legal principle
expounded.
XIV) In fact, the principles of interpretation
permit a court to remove the mischief in interpreting
the intent of a rule or a legislative enactment. The
principle referred to is as under:
The main aim of the mischief rule of interpretation,
is to determine the “mischief and defect” that the
statute in question has set out to remedy, and
pronounce the ruling that would “suppress the
mischief by advancing an appropriate remedy”.
Tribunal, taking support of the above legal axiom
spoken of, is exercising the power to remove the
mischief in denying the increment legally due to
the applicants and advance the remedy of granting
it.
XV) Further, substantive aspect of an issue requires
profound consideration rather than the procedural
aspects associated with it.
In Bihar State Electricity Board vs. Bhowra
Kankanee Collierios Ltd.15 16, the Hon’ble
Supreme Court opined as under: “Substantive
justice must always prevail over procedural or
technical justice. “

The substantive aspect of the issue on hand is
to grant the increment to the applicants for being
eligible as per rules and the procedural aspect was
the convenience of having a uniform date as 1st
July of a year to grant increment. The procedural
convenience of grant of the due increment on 1st
July can thus be no ground to refuse the increment
earned by the applicants by toiling for a year
without any adverse remarks and that too after
being found eligible to be granted under relevant
rules, which is substantive side of the coin
conveniently uncared for by the respondents.
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Hence, respondents decision of rejection would
not get through the filter of the legal principle laid
by the Hon’ble Apex Court cited supra.
XVI) Even more, grant of increment on rendering
12 months service is a service condition. Any
change in the same cannot be made without putting
those adversely effected on notice, as per Principles
of Natural Justice. Such an attempt, if made, would
have enabled the respondents to work out remedies
within the ambit of rules and law. Alas it was not to
be and hence the dispute. Applicants, with
diminished resources in all respects, and lacking
bargaining power to enforce their legal rights, is all
the more reason for the respondents who are model
employers and be role models for others, to go into
the gentility of the claim and resolve it, rather than
forcing the applicants, who are in the evening of
their lives with little strength and debilitated
finances, to approach the Tribunal. Role of a model
employer as highlighted by Hon’ble Supreme Court
in Bhupendra Nath Hazarika & Anr vs State Of
Assam & Ors2, as under, is the underlying theme
which has to be adhered to by the respondents:
48. Before parting with the case, we are compelled
to reiterate the oft- stated principle that the State
is a model employer and it is required to act fairly
giving due regard and respect to the rules framed
by it. But in the present case, the State has
atrophied the rules. Hence, the need for
hammering the concept.
49. Almost a quarter century back, this Court in
Bair am Gupta vs Union of India & Anr17. had
observed thus: “As a model employer the
Government must conduct itself with high probity
and candour with its employees. “
50. If the present factual matrix is tested on the
anvil of the aforesaid principles, there can be no
trace of doubt that both the States and the
Corporations have conveniently ostracized the
concept of “model employer” Government can
make appointment only in accordance with the
rules, for the State is meant to be a model employer.
51. In Secretary, State Of Karnataka And vs.
Umadevi And Others 18the Constitution Bench,
while discussing the role of state in recruitment
procedure, stated that if rules have been made
under Article 309 of the Constitution, then the

Government can make appointments only in
accordance with the rules, for the State is meant
to be a model employer.
53. We have stated the role of the State as a model
employer with the fond hope that in future a
deliberate disregard is not taken recourse to and
deviancy of such magnitude is not adopted to
frustrate the claims of the employees. It should
always be borne in mind that legitimate
aspirations of the employees are not guillotined
and a situation is not created where hopes end in
despair. Hope for everyone is gloriously precious
and a model employer should not convert it to be
deceitful and treacherous by playing a game of
chess with their seniority. A sense of calm
sensibility and concerned sincerity should be
reflected in every step. An atmosphere of trust has
to prevail and when the employees are absolutely
sure that their trust shall not be betrayed and
they shall be treated with dignified fairness then
only the concept of good governance can be
concretized. We say no more.

Dignified fairness, expected candour are missing
in the decision of rejecting the request and in fact,
the said rejection has guillotined the legitimate
aspiration of the applicants to aspire for what is
due to them.
XVII) Another interesting and pertinent aspect of
relevance to the issue disputed is FR 56, which
rules the roost, in respect of age of retirement by
declaring that an employee superannuates on the
last date of the month in which month he attains
the age of the 60 years. The exception being, that if
the date of birth is the 1st of the month, then the
retirement date would be preponed to the last
working day of the previous month. Interestingly,
the rule carves an exception to shift the date of
retirement to a day before. This gives the cue that
in respect of applicants a similar exception can be
made by preponing the date of increment to the
last working day i.e. 30lh June instead of 1st July.
The pragmatism in advancing the retirement date,
which is valid to the core, is woefully missing
considering the applicative similarity of the facts
of the case of the applicants for advancing the
increment as an exception. However, neat logic that
the applicants have become pensioners has been
advanced to deny what has been asked for. It is
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the facts of life/situation which are more important
in resolving a dispute rather than relying on neat
logic. Facts present a pragmatic option for
implementing what has been aimed at, by applying
the canons of law, as can be found in the landmark
case of Ridge Vs. Baldwin19, as under: The legal
choice depends not so much on neat logic but the
facts of life — a pragmatic proposition. Where the
law invests an authority with power to affect the
behaviour of others what consequence should be
visited on abuse or wrong exercise of power is no
abstract theory but experience of life and must be
solved by practical considerations woven into
legal principle. Verbal rubrics like illegal, void,
mandatory, jurisdictional, are convenient cloaks
but leave the ordinary man, like the petitioner
here, puzzled about his remedy. Rubinstein poses
the issue clearly:—

“How does the validity or nullity of the decision
affect the rights and liabilities of the persons
concerned? Can the persons affected by an illegal
act ignore and disregard it with impunity? What
are the remedies available to the aggrieved
parties? When will the courts recognize a right to
compensation for damage occasioned by an
illegal act? All these questions revert to the one
basic issue; has the act concerned ever had an
existence or is it merely a nullity?

Voidable acts are those that can be invalidated
in certain proceedings; these proceedings are
especially formulated for the purpose of directly
challenging such acts……On the other hand,
when an act is not merely voidable but void, it is
a nullity and can be disregarded and impeached
in any proceedings, before any court or Tribunal
and whenever. It is relied upon. In other words, it
is subject to ‘collateral attack’. “
20. .... But we do hold that an order which is void
may be directly and collaterally challenged in
legal proceedings:....” Rule 10 of Revised Pay
Rules 2008, which were framed consequent to the
6th CPC recommendations, on being read with FR
26 (a) provides for grant of increment once an
employee completes 6 months service in the revised
pay structure. Therefore the pragmatic preposition
was to take the norm of completion of 6 months
and allow it on 1st July which was fixed for
convenience. On application of the above legal

principle, it is apparent that the right of earning the
increment has been vested in the applicants and
therefore denying the same is prone to collateral
attack. Besides the rubric that the applicant has
donned the role of a pensioner is a convenient
cloak to deny the undeniable legitimate benefit of
an annual increment, practical considerations
woven into the legal principle of rejecting
discrimination amongst the equals should have
been the guiding principle to resolve a fair and just
demand of the applicants. For having not done so
by the respondents, applicants can do no more
but be puzzled about the denial of the increment.
The pronounced proposition that applicants are
ineligible for having been transformed into
pensioners albeit they served the period prescribed
for grant of annual increment as per statutory
provisions is liable to be termed as void. Hence the
legal choice for the Tribunal is to depend on facts
rather than on neat logic, attempted by the
respondents. The facts are that the applicants are
entitled for the benefit for the simple reason that
they did what they were expected to do as per the
rules, to claim what they should.
XVIII) A similar issue fell for consideration by the
Madurai Bench of Hon’ble High Court of Madras
in S.Kandaswamy v The District Collector,
Thuthukudi & anr20 and relief was granted by
the Hon’ble Court following the verdict of the
Hon’ble Andhra Pradesh High Court in Union of
India vs. R. Malakondaiah, 2002 (4) ALT 500(DB),
wherein it was held as under:
“6. The facts that the emoluments of a Government
Servant have to be taken as the basic pay, which
he was receiving immediately before his
retirement, is not at all in controversy. Similarly,
the proposition that an increment accrues from
the date following that on which it is earned is
also not in dispute. Increment in pay is a condition
of service. In a way, it is reward for the unblemished
service rendered by an employee, which get
transformed into a right. Once an employee
renders the service for the period, which takes
with it an increment, the same cannot be denied
to him/her. It is not in dispute that both the
respondents rendered unblemished service for one
year before the respective dates of their
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retirements. The periodicity of increment in the
service is one year. On account of rendering the
unblemished service, they became entitled for
increment in their emoluments.
7. The only ground on which the respondents are
denied the increment is they were not in service to
receive or to be paid the same. Strictly speaking,
such a hyper technical plea cannot be accepted.
As observed earlier, with the completion of the
year *s service, an employee becomes entitled for
increment, which is otherwise not withheld. After
completion of the one - year service, the right
accrues and what remains thereafter is only its
enforcement in the form of payment. Therefore, the
benefit of the year-long service cannot be denied
on the plea that the employee ceased to be in
service on the day on which he was to have been
paid the increment. There is no rule, which
stipulates that an employee must continue in
service for being extended the benefit for the
service already rendered by him. “

The verdict of the Hon’ble High Court of Madras
in P. Ayyamperumal cases was challenged by way
of filing the SLP (C) No.22008 of 2018 and review
petition R.P .(C) 1731/2019 which were dismissed
on 23.07.2018 & 08.08.2019 respectively. Hence the
issue has attained finality. By telescoping the
principle laid down to the case of the applicants, it
is seen that they too have served for one year and
for doing so the increment was due on 1st of July
but by reason of superannuation they were not in
service and that should not infringe the right
accrued for earning the increment. Respondents
have not cited any rule, which requires that the
applicant must have to continue in service for
extending the benefit already accrued. The grounds
taken by the respondents that the executive
instruction received from the Dept, of Expenditure
on 24.08.1974 does not permit allowing the relief
sought and that the DOPT has not issued any
guidelines on the issue, would not hold good as
the law on the subject has been firmly and well
settled by the superior judicial forums as
expounded above. Law prevails in the absence of
executive instructions and as well as in their
presence, if they infringe legal principles. The legal
principle detailed above is invariably applicable to
the applicants for reasons illustrated and

furthermore in accordance with the directions in
the latter case of Uttaranchal Forest Rangers’ Assn
(Direct Recruit) Vs. State of UP 25, wherein the
Hon’ble Apex Court has referred to the decision in
the case of State of Karnataka Vs. C. Lalitha,26 as
under:
“29. Service jurisprudence evolved by this Court
from time postulates that all persons similarly
situated should be treated similarly. Only because
one person has approached the court that would
not mean that persons similarly situated should
be treated differently.”
Consequentially, based on the above, applicants
have to be granted the same relief, as has been
granted by the Hon’ble High Court of Madras
supra, which attained finality consequent to
dismissal of SLP and Review petition filed before
the Hon’ble Apex Court challenging the verdict.
The dispute having thus been resolved by superior
judicial forums, the outcome therefore, has to be
abided by in reverence to judicial discipline. Thus,
there are two judgments, one in respect of Sri S.
Kandasamy and the other in P. Ayyamperumal
wherein the Hon’ble High Court of Madras has
granted relief as is being sought by the applicants
in the instant case. Nevertheless, at the cost of the
repetition, it must be stated that the case of
P.Ayyamperumal was tested in the highest forum
i.e. Hon’ble Supreme Court and it was upheld
leading to finality on the issue.
XXI) Lastly, it is to be borne in mind that Pension
is a welfare measure. Pension Rules as also any
other rules kindred to or associated with Pension
are to receive a liberal construction. In D.S. Nakara
v. Union of India27, the Apex Court has held as
under:
“29. Summing up it can be said with confidence
that pension is not only compensation for loyal
service rendered in the past, but pension also has
a broader significance, in that it is a measure of
socio-economic justice which inheres economic
security in the fall of life when physical and mental
prowess is ebbing corresponding to aging process
and, therefore, one is required to fall back on
savings. One such saving in kind is when you give
your best in the hey-day of life to your employer,
in days of invalidity, economic security by way of
periodical payment is assured. The term has been
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judicially defined as a stated allowance or stipend
made in consideration of past service or a
surrender of rights or emoluments to one retired
from service. Thus the pension payable to a
government employee is earned by rendering long
and efficient service and therefore can be said to
be a deferred portion of the compensation or for
service rendered. In one sentence one can say that
the most practical raison d’etre for pension is the
inability to provide for oneself due to old age.
One may live and avoid unemployment but not
senility and penury if there is nothing to fall back
upon. “

Increment, axiomatically, is an integral and
inseparable part of pay and as per the provisions
of Rule 64 of the Receipt and Payment Rules, 1983,
pay of a Government servant together with
allowances becomes due and payable on the last
working day of each month. Thus, the increment
which accrued over 12 months becomes payable
on the last working day of the month of June. Had
the same been paid on that date, the last pay drawn
would mean the pay with the increment for that
year, whereas, since the pay was not disbursed on
that day, the increment has not been taken into
account while reckoning the last pay drawn. Last
pay drawn is significant in view of the fact that all
the terminal benefits and pension are calculated
on the basis of last pay drawn. Non disbursement
of pay on the last working day of June of the year
when the applicants superannuated is not on
account of any of the fault of the applicants. As
such, they cannot be penalized in this regard. The
only possible way to right the wrong is to consider
the increment due for the last year of service of the
applicant as deemed one and the pay with
increment is thus the deemed last pay. All the
pensionary benefits are, therefore, to be calculated
reckoning the deemed last pay as the basis and
various pensionary benefits worked out
(accordingly and also revised PPO issued after
revising the extent of pension and fixing the rate of
family pension.
XXIII) In view of the aforesaid discussion and
decisions, the OA succeeds. It is declared that the
applicants are entitled to reckon the increment due
for the last year of their service before
superannuation for the purpose of working out the

last pay drawn and it is this revised pay that would
form the basis for working out pension, family
pension and pensionary benefits. Necessary orders
including PPO shall be passed accordingly within
a period of three months from the date of receipt of
certified copy of this order.
XXIV) As regards disbursement of arrears of pay
for the last month of service as also the arrears of
difference in pension, the judgment of Hon’ble Apex
Court in Union of India & Ors Vs. Tarsem Singh21
has to be borne in mind and followed.”
B) In addition, the Hon’ble High Court of Delhi in
W.P (C) 10509/2019 in Gopal Singh v U.O.I has also
granted a similar relief on 23.01.2020, as under: “8.
More recently, this Court in its decision dated
13th January, 2020 in W.P.(C) 5539/2019 (Arun
Chhibber v. Union of India) has discussed the
judgment in P. Ayyamperumal at some length in
the context of the prayer of an officer of the Central
Reserve Police Force (‘CRPF) who had retired
on 30th June, 2007 for notional increment. The
Court rejected the contention of the Respondents
therein that the judgment in P. Ayyamperuamal
had to be treated as one that was in personam
and not in rem. In relation to the Respondent’s
attempt to distinguish the applicability of the
judgment in P. Ayyamperumal to CRPF personnel,
the Court observed as under
“5. The Court finds that the only difference, if any,
between P. Ayyamperumal (supra) and this case
is that the former was an employee of the Central
Government, whereas here the Petitioner
superannuated from the CRPF. The Court,
therefore, finds no reasons to deny the Petitioner
same relief granted to Mr. P. Ayyamperumal by the
Madras High Court. The similarity in the two cases
is that here too, the Petitioner has completed one
year of service, just one day prior to 1st July,
2007.”
9. The position here as regards CISF personnel
can be no different and it was not, therefore, open
to the Respondents to refuse to grant to the
Petitioner notional increment merely because he
superannuated a day earlier than the day fixed
by the CPC for such benefit to accrue.
10. Accordingly, the impugned order dated 3rd
May, 2019 is set aside. A direction is issued to the
Respondents to grant notional increment to the
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Petitioner with effect from 1st July, 2019. The
Petitioner’s pension will consequentially be re-
fixed. The appropriate orders will be issued and
arrears of pension will be paid to the Petitioner
within a period of 6 weeks, failing which the
Respondents would be liable to simple interest at
6% per annum on the arrears of period of delay. “
C) Further, the Hon’ble Emakulam Bench of this
Tribunal in OA No. 180/1055/2018 and batch, vide
order dt. 03.12.2019, extended the same relief as
sought by the applicants by opining as under:
“9. We find that the Hon’ble Madras High Court
had already considered the issue raised by the
applicants in the present OAs are we are in full
agreement with the judgment passed by the
Hon’ble Madras High Court in P. Ayyamperumal’s
case (supra) upheld by the Hon’ble apex court.
10. Therefore, the impugned orders of rejection
Annexure A4 in OA No. 180/654/2019 and
Annexures A4 in OAs Nos. 180/1055/2018 and
180/61/2019 are quashed and set aside. The
applicant in OA No. 180/109/2019 had sought
relief to quash Annexure A6 which is only a reply
to the question posed by a Member of Parliament
in Lok Sabha. The applicants shall be given one
notional increment for the purpose of calculating
the pensionary benefits and not for any other
purpose as held by the Hon’ble Madras High Court
in P. Ayyamperumal’s case (supra) upheld by the
Hon’ble apex court. The respondents shall
implement the order of this Tribunal within three
months from the date of receipt of a copy of this
order. There shall be no order as to costs. “
D) In view of the aforesaid judgments of various
judicial forums, the respondents are directed to
examine and consider grant of similar relief as
sought by the applicants, keeping in view the
various legal principles laid down in the judgments
cited and issue a speaking and reasoned order
attending to the request of the applicants as per
rules and in accordance with law, within a period of
12 weeks from the date of receipt of the order.
E) With the above direction, the OA is disposed
of, with no order as to costs.
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The draft Memorandum to be sent by pensioners
associations to hon’ble PM on Protest day  1.9.2020
No                                              Dated:
To
Shri  Narendra Modiji,
Hon’ble  Prime  Minister ,
PM’s Office, South  Block,
New Delhi...110011.
email : narendramodi 1234@gmail.com
Dear sir,
Subject: Grievances /Demands of   Rly Pensioners.
  We,  the Railway pensioners  of the  country (over
15 lac  in number),who served the  Nation  as proud
Railway men, are very much  worried  to learn  that
the  best-organized Indian Railways, LIFE LINE and
a Symbol  of National  Unity, is going  to  be  frag-
mented and  handed over  to  different  Private  Agen-
cies, whose  basic objective  is to  extract  profit  and
not to serve  the Nation.
  Sir, we , as RLY.  Pensioners  have  great apprehen-
sion  that, because  of  this PRIVATIZATION  OF
INDIAN RAIL WAYS  our basic right  to pension
and  other  hard earned  Privileges  are in DANGER.
Already our  DR is  Freezed  w.e.f  January,2o2o,a
New Pension  Scheme has been introduced  for the
next  generation diluting the  present  system  of  Pen-
sion.
  Under the circumstances, we pray and request :
1).That the decision of gradual PRIVATIZATION OF
INDIAN RAIL WAYS may be withdrawn. Let the
Rly  be managed  by the  Railwaymen from Board
level to Track  level  under  direct control  of the
Government  of India
2)That there is no curtailment of  any of the  existing
privileges, available to the  Rly. Retirees
3).That there is no dilution of existing   system of
Pension for pre 1.1. 2004 pensioners.
4)That NPS be withdrawn to revert back to the pre
01.01.2004 pension  System .
5)That Considering  the  present  hard days of  Covid-
19crisis,FROZEN  DR may be released  immediately.
6.That Railway’s RELHS( Retired Employees
Liberalised Health Scheme) be brought at Par with
CGHS.
Thanking you in anticipation
With regards,
Yours  faithfully,

( Name & Designation in Association)

Copy to Secretary General,Bhrat Pensioners
Samaj.NDLS.
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Affiliates please send :
your activity report in English (duly typed)  latest
by 20th of every month, quoting your affilation no.
Pincode  and Contact No. to BPS office 2/13A LGF
( Backside) Jangpura A  Hospital Road New Delhi
110014 e-mail : bharatpensioner@gmail.com.
Please send your reports in Hindi (duly typed) in
word format to
BPS office 2/13A LGF ( Backside) Jangpura A
Hospital Road New Delhi 110014 e-mail :
bharatpensioner@gmail.com.

Ludhiana 15.02.2020 General Body Meeting of
CUSTOMS AND CENTRAL EXCISE
PENSIONERS WELFARE ASSOCIATION (Regd.)
CHANDIGARH was held on Saturday, on
15.2. 2020  at Hotel Le-Baron, Ludhiana under the
chairmanship of Sh. R.K. Duggal, President of
the Association. Sh. S.C. Duggal, Vice President
of Ludhiana Zone welcomed the office bearers of
Central Body, Zonal office bearers and members
present in the meeting . The meeting was attended
by the members from Chandigarh, Mohali,
Panchkula, Ludhiana, Jalandhar, Phagwara,
Nurmahal and Patiala etc. Captain G.S. Bhangoo,
Patron of the Association was also kind enough to
spare his valuable time to attend the meeting. Sh.
S.K.Meingi, Sh. S.K.Sareen and Sh. Saminder
Sharma vice president, General Secretary and
Finance Secretary respectively of the Income Tax
Gazetted Officers (Retired) Association, Ludhiana,
Sh. Harmanjit Singh, Manager of Ujjivan Small
Finance Bank Ludhiana, Dr. Kamal Malhotra,
Dentist, Oral &Maxillofacial Surgeon, Dr. Satbir
Singh and Dr. Sanjeev Sharma (Ayurvedic Doctors)
also attended the General Body Meeting as Special
Invitees.
Above mentioned Special Invitees, Sh. G. S.
Bhangoo patron of the Association and senior most
members Sh. S.S. Gill, were honored by
presenting Bouquets to them.

22.06.2020 Siliguri: N.F. RLy Pensioners
Association, paid respectful homage to the brave
soldiers who laid down their lives in the defence of
our National Territorial integrity at Galwan Valley,
Ladakh on 15 th June,2020.  conved heart-felt
Condolence and Sympathy to the bereaved family
members.

jsyos is”kulZ lekt lgkjuiqj

fo”o i;kZoj.k fnol ds volj ij jsyos

vkf/kdkfj;ks }kjk 5 twu dks jsyos is”kulZ

lekt dk;kZy; ij  o`{kkjksi.k fd;k x;kA

dk;ZdEk es dksjksuk ok;jl dksfoM&2019 ds

pyrs lqj{kk mik;ks dk iqjk /;ku j[krs gq;s

ekLd] lsusVkbtj dk mi;ksx ,o~ “kkjhfjd

nwjh dk iwjk /;ku j[kk x;kA

bl volj ij lgk;d e.My vfH;Urk vkfnR;

flag us bl ladV dky esa ò{kkjksi.k dk;Zdzze

vk;ksftr djus ds jsyos isa“kulZ lekt dh

ljkguk dhA laLFkkid vkj-lh-”kekZ us dgk

fd laLFkk isa”kulZ fgr ds lkFk&lkFk lekt

fgr ds dk;ksZ dk Hkh vk;kstu djrh gSA mlh

{k̀a[kyk esa ;g ò{kkjksi.k dk;Zdze vk;ksftr

fd;k x;k gSA izd`fr larqyu ds fy, i;kZzoj.k

cpkuk vfr vko”;d gS] mlds fy, o`{k

yxkuk ,ao cpkuk vfr vko”;d gSA i;kZoj.k

laj{k.k LokLF; ds fy, ykHkdkjh gSA dksjksuk

ok;jl dk nqfu;k ij nqIizHkko iM+k gS] ijUrq

i;kZzoj.k ij ldkjkRed izHkko gqvk gSA dkZ;dze

esa eq[; :i ls v/;{k vkj-ds-?khaxMk] egkea=h

ewy pUn jkaxMk] laj{kd ,u-,l-pkSgku] gjh’k

dqekj] nsosU} dqekj] cynso jkt] osnizdk’k]

nythr tk;loky] Lora= dqekj] vkfn jgsA

ACTIVITY REPORT

2.8.2020 New jalpaiguri: Tree Plantation
programme  held   at the  premises of our NJP branch
on the  occasion  of  birth  anniversary of  the
famous  Nationalist Scientist Dr. Acharya Prafulla
Roy,who fought throughout  his life   against
Superstitions  and Castism

----

--

---
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THANKS

AUGUST OVERDUE MEMBERS - 2020
B R Bhatia WL2914
P C Jain A0782
Penrs & Retd Persons Assn M8455
N M Walecha A1581
S K Sharma M7508
B D Keswani A1789
B K Gulshan A0076
P S Mathur M8159
Hira Nand Shahni A2276
R P Bansal M7524
D S Aggarwal M8173
G L Tiittal A2163
Om Prakash Manroa A3346
M S Garg M4069
R K Verma A2961
Jiwan Singh WL9847
Santokh Singh M8162
Kashmiri Lal A2946
Bansi Lal M7039
Jagdish Singh Jassal WL9845
Bharat Pensioner Samaj M5442
Bansi Lal Sen A4245
V M Dave A2125
Umesh Chandra Saha M5298
R K Gupta WL9598
Jagjit Singh M4638
M Gopi A2941
Nanajkar V G A0756
S R Shaik M1506
A P Shet A0456
Ghansham Singh Parmar M6740
Ex Services Men League M3901
A P Shrivastava A3742
Retd Rly Employee Assn M1349
G Hanumaiah A2420
K P Rao WL9846
G Venkataratanam M5460
Vissapragada Varkata Rao A2933
G Venkatapathi Raju WL9404
V Yegganna A3337
P Syamala Rao A3342
C S S Sastry M5422
S Radha Krishnaiah M8738
P Subbaramaiah A4054
M Rangarao M4828
B Apdireddy A3871
Rly Penrs Fedration M6490
K Venkateshwara Rao A0064
Sankara Pallali VK A4247

xojesaV isa”kulZ osyQs;j vkxsZukbts”ku
eqTtQjuxj
fanukaWd 22&05&2020
iz/kkuea=h dk;kZy;] ubZ fnYyh]
ekuuh; iz/kkuea=h Hkkjr ljdkj] lqa;Dr isa”kuj
dY;k.k lfefr mrj izns”k xojesaV isa”kuj osyQs;j
vkxsZukbts”ku mrj izns”k rFkk Hkkjr isa”kuj lekt
ubZ fnYyh dh vihy ij bl laxBu dh tuin
“kk[kk eqTtQjuxj }kjk ,d fnu vFkok vf/kd
vof/k dh ias’ku dh /kujkf”k iz/kkuea=h jkgrdks’k
esa tek djkus dh vihy dh xbZ FkhA ftlds
iz;qrj esa is”kujks dh vksj ls :++ 201000 vYi
vkgwfr ds :i esa Lohdkj djus dh d`ik djsA ;gkWa
;g Hkh vqujks/k djuk gS dh nku dh xbZ ?kujkf”k
dh izkfIr jlhn fuxZr dj bl laxBu ds   v/;{k
Jh osn izdk’k fla|y th ds vkoklh; irs 6 ,]
jkeiqje] eqTtQjuxj ij iathd̀r Mkd ls fHktokus
dh d`ik djsA

Return fVdV rks dUQeZ gS
blfy;s eu Hkjdj th;sa
eu esa Hkjdj u th;saA

NksfM;s f”kdk;r
“kqfdz;k vnk dhft;s

ftruk gS ikl
igys mldk etk yhft;s
pkgs ft/kj ls xqt+fj;s

ehBh lh gypy epk nhft;s
mez dk gj ,d nkSj et+snkj gS
viuh mez dk etk yhft;s

D;ks afd
Return Ticket
rks dUQeZ gSA
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K Chandrashekhar A0450
Railway Penrs Assn M7805
Retd Rly Officer Assn A2990
M Kalian A2969
K C Chakrapany M8733
A Ramasundaram A2119
National Fed of Rly Penrs Assn A0961
CEC & S Tax Penrs Assn A0971
Dipendra Nath Mukherjee A3366
Tulsi Ram Mukherjee A1448
Ajoy K Chatterjee M7507
C G Penrs Wel Assn M7996
Assan Pro Rtd T & E Assn A0474
Kiron Ch Nirmolia A0786
B B Sarmachar M4037
Dwarika Prasad A0060
B S Modi A4248
Pandurang S Pagre A4246
P Polareddy M4964
Bippen Behari Lal Sharma A3833
Shekh Dadaminya A4113
Mool Chand A4114
B P Shrivastava A4115
T A Sharfani A4116
B M Agarwal A3934
S Uddava Reddy A3936
D K Dalwadi A4256
Om Parkash Madan A3945

New Member -WHOLE LIFE
WL00014  Hansraj Mahi Ambala Cantt 07/30
WL00015  S P Kakkar New Delhi 08/30
WL00016  R K Johari New Delhi 08/30

New Member -ANNUAL
A4331 G S Vincent JayaRaj Tiruchirappalli 07/21

New Member -TRIENNIAL
A4330 Bhim Sen Bansal New Delhi 07/23

AFFILATED ASSOCIATION (RENEWAL)
A0279 Bharat Pener Samaj Aligarh 07/21
M7830 Bharat Pener Samaj Agra 09/21
M8748 Pens F Rly Mens Katni 07/21
A3258 Govt Pens W Org Muzaffarnagar 07/21
M6725 C Govt Pens Assn Santipur 07/21
A2684 CE & C Pens Assn CoochBehar 07/21
A1419 Cent Pener Assn Tadepalli 07/21
M5987 Uttarpara C G Pens Hooghly 07/21
A2663 C G Pener Assn Ratlam 07/21

A0390 Postal Pener Assn Amritsar 07/21
M6419 Rly Pener Assn Gooty 07/21
A4227 Sr Citi Pen Council Mohali 07/21
A4263 ESIC Pen Wel Assn Kollam 08/21
A2452 Atomic Egy W Assn Mumbai 09/21
M6088 Ludhiana Distt Telc Jagraon 07/21
A1007 Cent Govt Pener Chittorgadh 08/21
M8106 Cent Govt Pener Rajasthan 04/21

RENEWAL - ANNUAL
A4105 R K Mathur Ujjain 07/21
A4106 I P Arya Ujjain 07/21
A3361 O P Gupta Delhi 08/21
A3943 Surinder K Aggarwal New Delhi 07/21
WL9115 V Krishanamurty Pune 07/21
A1470 Sarat Chandra Padhi Bhuneshwar 07/21
M8430 P L Chowdhury New Delhi 07/21
A1773 R K Jhanjee Delhi 07/21
A3312 S N Shukla Lucknow 07/21
A1693 H C Goel New Delhi 07/21
A0702 Ashok Ku Mago New Delhi 07/21
A3936 S Uddava Reddy Guntakal 07/21
A2934 D K Sawarkar Nagpur 08/21
M8117 B S Kang Patiala 07/21
A0388 Gulam Husssain Chittorgarh 07/21
A2019 R P Sinha Thirumullaivoil07/21
A4210 D Hanumantha Rao Hyderabad 07/21
A1486 S A Razak Kurnool 07/21
A0740 K V Govindan KochiKode 07/21
A4071 N V Bhatwadeker Ratnagiri 07/21
M6383 N ganesh M Mehta Vadodara 03/22
A3289 Alam Ara Pathan Udaipur 06/21

RENEWAL - BIENNAL
M0807 M B Sattur Dharwad 07/22
WL2829 S.V.A.M.K Vijaywada 07/22

RENEWAL - TRINNEAL
A2520 M I Mehta Vodadara 07/23
A3706 H N Shrivastava Thane 07/23
WL9328 N N Gangopadhyay Andheri West 07/23
M6708 N Ramaswami New Delhi 07/23

DONATION
A3080 BPS Shivmogga 5000/-
A2566 Rly Pen Samaj Saharanpur 5000/-
M6708 N Ramaswami New Delhi 1075/-
WL9334 Vijay Kumar Taneja New Delhi 2500/-
A1007 C Govt Pen Assn Chittorgadh 2000/-
A0340 BSNL&Dot Pen Assn Ahmedabad 100000/-
M8238 N Rly Pen Assn Nagpur 10000/-

THANKS
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NOTIONAL D R FOR PENSIONERS
Jan-20          Feb-20      March-2020     April 2020      May 220       June 2020

All India CPI (IW) 330 328 326                  329                   330                  332
Base 2001=100
% age increase
over 01.01.06 175.85%       177.36%      178.59%          179.81%         180.96%        182.12%
% age increase 22.16% 22.83%   23.37%            23.91%          24..42%          24.93 %
over 01.01.16

BPS CIRCULAR
BPS/NDLS/CIRCULAR.NO/01/20...                                                                                          DT.10th AUG..2020
TO
All the leadership of Rly. Pensioners ‘ ASSOCIATIONS,
Affiliated  to  BPS/New Delhi and
BPS MC members,
Dear friends,

Sub: ALL INDIA PROTEST-DAY  OF RLY. PENSIONERS  ON 1ST. SEPT.2020.

Wake up Rly.Pensioners! DR.freezed.Pensions, PRC passes Hèalthcare and other privileges  are  in
DANGER  due  to  PRIVATIZATION  OF  INDIAN  RAIL WAYS.  Empanelled Hospitals have stopped giving
Credit Facilities.  Rly hospitals  have been thrown  open  to “Ayushman Bharat.”We have been deceived in the name
of  SMART CARD for cash less treatment  in  Emergency, which NO empanelled  Hospital  recognises.

So, undersigned , on behalf  of  BPS, call upon  you to  rise  to  the occasion  and  get united for Retention
and  Protection of  our  legally achieved RIGHTS and Privileges,as well  as  against  PRIVATIZATION  OF INDIAN
RAIIL WAYS. ,through   Join enmasse to observe 1ST. SEPTEMBER,2020 as ALL INDIA  PROTEST-DAY  OF
RLY  PENSIONERS. “Through  holding  meetings,submitting Memorandum,addressed to  the  PM as per  draft at
page 28,through  the  nearest  available  Rlý. Officer, e-mail directly  to the  PM OFFICE.
COPY of  memorandum  and the  Photographs  may be  sent  to the  undersigned.
With regards
Yours Sincerely,

SCM/SG/BPS/NDLS.


